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Abstract 

Automated summarization is a difficult task.  World-class summarizers can provide only 

“best guesses” of which sentences encapsulate the important content from within a set of 

documents.  As automated systems continue to improve, users are still not given the 

means to observe complex relationships between seemingly independent concepts.  In 

this research we used singular value decompositions to organize concepts and determine 

the best candidate sentences for an automated summary.  The results from this 

straightforward attempt were comparable to world-class summarizers.  We then included 

a clustered tag cloud, using a singular value decomposition to measure term 

“interestingness” with respect to the set of documents. The combination of best candidate 

sentences and tag clouds provided a more inclusive summary than a traditionally-

developed summarizer alone. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Within any large set of information, an important goal is to maximize the information density 

for the reader.  Information density can be defined as presenting the most information 

possible in a fixed amount of space / time / size required.  This goal can be achieved by 

summarizing a document. At one extreme each document can be summarized by a single 

word; a compact and precise summary, but not comprehensive enough to explain the 

subtleties and context of a set of documents.  Alternatively, a summary could repeat every 

word verbatim.  By definition, this extreme is comprehensive but prohibitively long, so that 

no summarization has in fact occurred. 

In between must lie an optimal point for information summarization.  Here, the reader 

efficiently receives the most information possible.  Finding this optimal point is clearly a 

non-trivial task.  Most recently, the Internet has been the domain in which this problem 

requires a necessary and efficient solution, because there is an overabundance of information.  

If this problem is solved, the Internet is the most obvious first experimental domain. 

Various methods have been used to solve the summarization problem, in online and offline 

contexts.  It appears that summaries and tag clouds are among the most efficient 

methodologies. For example, abstracts preface academic papers, international online seller 

Amazon.com recently included simple tag clouds as a way to review the subject of a book for 
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sale on its site [1], and web snippets accompany search engine results and online directory 

listings. 

The problem, however, is that summary generation is a challenging task because it is 

algorithmically complex and requires knowledge of a reader’s intent.  Even today’s world-

class summarizers are not “true summarizers,” but instead attempt to determine the “best 

candidate sentence” to describe a given corpus.  This method is inadequate as, by themselves, 

summaries often miss valuable contextual clues, especially when the document or corpus 

focuses on more than one major concept.  A condensed summary can only provide so many 

“best candidate sentences,” and if the number of diverse concepts exceeds the expected size 

of the summary, valuable information is often overlooked. 

In addition, automated summarization is inefficient. Often, the work required to create a 

summary requires more time than is available, either because the summary must be generated 

in real-time, or because of the sheer quantity of analysis. In fact, even miniscule summaries, 

such as web snippets in Internet search engine results, are difficult to construct.  To reduce 

response times, major search engines such as Google and Yahoo! create their web snippets 

before the user queries the search engine [2].  These results are often ambiguous or 

suboptimal.  

Thus, the optimal summary should include more than a list of “best candidate sentences” as 

currently understood, in order to limit the risk of overlooking an important concept.  A tag 

cloud is a list of terms that represent a corpus, document, or web site.  The chosen terms for a 

tag cloud can be considered “important” by some subject or ranking, such as frequency 

within the document or corpus.  A tag cloud is able no only to highlight important terms, but 

to aid in visualizing relationships between important concepts.  Tag clouds are able to 
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provide many dimensions of information within a fixed area, and are thus ideal components 

in the maximization of information density. 

1.1 Information only Grows 

As the quantity of information created grows at an exponential rate [3], the potential for 

remarkable gains in productivity and understanding comes by determining how to maximize 

the information content in any fixed amount of space.  Increasingly, information-economy 

workers are expected to process more in less time.  It is only a matter of time before 

everyone encounters a website, encyclopedia, instruction manual, product review, or meeting 

minutes where information overload causes a misunderstanding. 

Missing a key concept, either due to “information overload” or a poor summary leads to 

missed opportunities.  For example, a misunderstanding of the best “next steps” can easily 

occur from viewing only the keywords from a given corpus without any understanding of 

their relationships. Likewise, a single-sentence summary can overlook a key concept that 

changes the entire meaning of the summary.  If the summarization of many documents 

appears on a single page, then the list of summaries no longer becomes a summary, but rather 

a document on its own. 

1.2 Infancy of Summarizers 

Although there are many variations, leading summarization systems still rely on determining 

the “best candidate sentences” from the corpus to create a suitable summary.  As previously 

stated, such summarizers are not “true” in that they do not conceptually understand the 

information and return a novel, grammatically correct response.  Various metrics are used to 

score potential sentences as candidates, and in turn rank each sentence relative to all other 
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sentences in the corpus.  Often, the ranking of sentences is affected by candidate sentences 

already included in the summary, a process known as overlap [28].  When compared to 

human-created summaries, automated summarization systems are still in need of work.  

World-class systems are not yet able to replace a manually-created summary. 

Compared to summaries, tag clouds are still in their relative infancy and have not been of 

significant importance until the Internet’s exponential growth.  Most algorithms for tag cloud 

generation focus on alphabetic sorting of results and a simple term-frequency count, usually 

in absolute terms rather than relative percentages.  Some systems increase the font size of the 

displayed terms based on these counts.  Only recently (for example, Dubinko, Kumar, et al. 

[4] or Hassan-Montero and Herrero-Solana [5]) have researchers proposed novel advances in 

tag cloud creation and display. 

In most cases using tag clouds, the most frequent terms from a corpus create a reasonable 

context for a full summary, especially when certain classes of terms (nouns, verbs, proper 

nouns, etc.) are given additional weighting in the final display calculations.  A list of 

important or frequently-used terms sorted alphabetically omits important dimensions with 

which to convey information to the reader, and thus cannot be the most efficient system.  

By providing both a sentence-based summary, along with a tag cloud of interesting (not 

necessarily most-frequent) terms, we can effectively analyze a corpus both in terms of 

comprehension and of understanding the contextual relationships. 

In addition, in corpora that are excessively large or complex, a recursive, layered group of 

summaries and tag clouds can reduce the comprehension space into significantly smaller 

segments.  This segmentation reduces the complexity of the problem and reduces the 

problem space to the reader into smaller and independent, more manageably-sized tasks.  
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These segments can then be assembled in a hierarchical manner, allowing for a “path” of 

sorts for the reader to traverse, effectively eliminating large segments of reader-determined 

irrelevant sections of the result set: another significant time savings. 

1.3 Combining Summarization and Tag clouds 

In this dissertation, we argue that using both a “best candidate sentence” summarization 

system with a more-efficient tag cloud can provide a more effective summary of a given 

corpus.  We take advantage of the properties of the singular value decomposition to aid in 

selecting the “best candidate sentence” for a representative summary as well as to encode 

additional information about terms within a tag cloud.  Specifically, we show that for a given 

corpus of similar documents the vectors of the left decomposed matrix, known as the U 

matrix, form a near-straight line in significantly fewer dimensions than the original 

term/sentence matrix (a variation on the term/document matrix commonly used in Latent 

Semantic Analysis, see Section 2.1.8).  Segmentation and scoring of sentences within the line 

can then suggest good candidate sentences to form a summary. 

We further harness the singular value decomposition to create a tag cloud from each corpus.  

This tag cloud provides effective coverage of the corpus and the interrelationships between 

terms.  Using the decomposition of a document/term matrix, we order and format the terms 

in the tag cloud to better elucidate the relationships between these terms and otherwise 

potentially disjoint ideas.  We use additional factors such as named entities, clustering based 

on cosine similarity and distance from the origin to reveal more information about the 

important tags than frequency count alone.  The tag cloud output can take advantage of this 

additional information to provide even more context and relationship information among 

terms. 
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We demonstrate that a straightforward algorithm based on singular value decomposition is 

competitive with more complex, carefully tuned systems.  Combined with a tag cloud of the 

most “interesting” terms, the combined system provides a useful and efficient summary. 

1.4 Document organization 

This dissertation is organized into five chapters.  We begin by reviewing background 

information and related work in Chapter Two.  Chapter Three discusses the experimental 

design, with discussion and analysis of results in Chapter Four.  Chapter Five presents our 

conclusions and discusses future work. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

2.1 Summarization 

The retrieval of useful information from large data repositories was always daunting.  As 

data-storage demands continue to grow [6], issues and concerns tend toward insurmountable.  

Although the Internet has proven that content creation can grow at astounding rates [57], 

institutions such as Google and the NASA Earth Observatory (growing at two terabytes per 

day, see Senger [58]) have proven that proper organization of such large repositories is not 

only possible, but that useful information can also be extracted using summaries. 

On the Internet, the intention of a web page’s <meta> tag was to provide a brief description 

of the document.  Deceitful creators, however, took advantage of this tag to increase their 

rankings in search engines by creating purposely false descriptions in <meta> tags.  As the 

potential financial gains of commerce on the Internet increased, so did the propensity for 

fraud.  Clearly self-regulation was not a working solution. 

One way to address this concern was human editors.  Thus, projects like the Open Directory 

Project [7] were born.  In such volunteer-based projects, editors were responsible for a 

specific genre and attempted to both categorize and summarize all pages on the Internet 

about that subject.  The project was successful enough that Google looked to the Open 

Directory project for both summaries to display [8] and the credibility (“PageRank”) [9] 

given to sites.  Therefore, sites in the Open Directory received additional standing in 
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Google’s overall scoring algorithm (Google has never directly commented on how important 

such a listing is to their algorithms, but experts are sure it played a role.  For example, see 

[72]). However, fraudsters took advantage of the Open Directory as well, and the project has 

been all but forgotten. 

It becomes clear that trusting humans to provide honest, objective information is not possible 

when there is the incentive for commercial gain.  An automated, more-objective system may 

be a better solution. 

2.1.1 Fundamentals 

A “true” document summarizer, a system that most accurately reflects how a human would 

summarize information, would be able to read and understand documents in the corpus, 

analyze the conceptual topics discussed, and create novel, grammatically correct sentences to 

efficiently describe these topics.  Document-summarization systems are not yet able to 

perform such a task.  Summarization systems are not yet able to attain results similar to 

humans.  Nevertheless, summarization need not come in the form of a perfect paragraph.  

There are many cases where a single “best sentence” or “snippet” would also effectively 

describe an underlying corpus.  In such situations a “true” summarizer is not necessarily 

needed.  Rather a system must be created to generate enough information for the user to 

quickly understand the underlying concepts.  Thus, this dissertation will discuss prototypes 

and systems that strive to meet the challenge of a true summarization system. 

The most accurate automated document summarization describes the document using the 

 fewest necessary number of the sentences. Thus, many researchers believe that document 

summarization is a ranking problem [10]; of all sentences, determine which ideal candidates 
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abstract the concepts found in the document.  This perspective has the benefit that no 

sentence creation is needed for the summary, as grammatically and contextually correct 

sentences are available within the document [11]. However, in multi-document situations, 

such summarizing may not be effective.  As different authors write different documents, 

issues such as tense, coherence, grammar, style, and optimal ordering must be considered. 

One of the pioneering metrics in document summarization is Maximum Marginal Relevance 

(MMR).  MMR is the strategy of choosing candidate sentences for the final summary based 

on the highest remaining relevance in the corpus; that is, pick the most relevant sentence 

remaining and ensure that there is minimal duplication (or “overlap”) with any sentences 

already chosen for the proposed summary.  If the reader determines there is remaining space, 

choose the next best sentence that increases relevance while minimizing duplication. This 

method could potentially maximize precision as a function of recall (we discuss evaluation 

metrics more in Section 2.1.7). MMR ensures that there is a diversity of concepts included in 

the summary (for a review of MMR, see Carbonell and Goldstein [59]).   

Another important measurement used in many summarization systems is term frequency 

(TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF).  Term frequency is a count of how often a 

specific term appears in a corpus. TF is a valuable measure because, in theory, the more a 

term appears, the more relevant it can be considered. Often stemming and other grammatical 

preprocessing is used before counting terms: as both “baseball” and “baseballs” would (and 

should) be considered equivalent. 

Likewise, inverse document frequency measures “reach” of a term by counting how many 

documents in the corpus contain the term.  The basis for IDF is that a term that is in all 

documents is more important than a term found in only one document.  Different terms can 
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then be compared for their relative importance within the corpus.  Many assumptions 

accompany this measure (the term being a relatively uncommon word, for example), but in 

general this is a fairly useful metric (for more, see Robertson [60]). 

However, not all parts of speech are important in terms of document summarization.  In fact, 

many words can be omitted without affecting the underlying concept within a sentence. 

Articles, prepositions, conjunctions, and adjectives and adverbs can usually be removed 

while still preserving the main concept [61].  Stop words are words that can be ignored 

within a query, and are usually predetermined by human input.  They are assumed to add 

little or no value in determining context or intent. Examples of stop words include articles 

(“a”, “the”), prepositions (“in”, “down”), and conjunctions (“and”, “but”). In other cases, 

terms such as adjectives or even verbs [12] are omitted. In a preprocessing step, stop words 

are commonly removed to leave only the “important” or “relevant” terms for further analysis. 

2.1.2 Seminal Works 

Automated document summarization and latent semantic analysis are relatively new 

concepts.  References in academic papers to “inverse document frequency” and “term 

frequency” date back to the late 1950s, but significant work remained unpublished until the 

1970’s (see Salton, Wong, and Yang [13]). 

One of the most cited papers in document summarization is Berry, Dumais, and O’Brien’s 

1995 paper “Using Linear Algebra for Intelligent Information Retrieval” [14]. This 

publication was the first to propose using Singular Value Decomposition in the context of 

document summarization, and coined the term Latent Semantic Indexing.  Deerwester et al. 

at Bell Communications Research patented the use of Latent Semantic Analysis in 1998 [15].  
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Their work brought forward the handling of synonymy (many words having the same 

meaning) and polysemy (the same word having many meanings) significantly. 

In 1998 Carbonell et al. defined Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) as a metric for 

creating summaries.  MMR uses a given similarity metric to define marginal relevance as a 

linear combination of both relevance and novelty, where each new unit in the summary is 

relevant but maximally diverse from summary units already chosen. 

2.1.3 Sentence ordering 

Little research has been done to determine the best order for sentences extracted for the 

summary. For single-document summarization, a common heuristic is to preserve sentence 

ordering from the document itself [62]. In fact, the baseline summary from a recent 

conference focusing on news summaries is simply the leading sentence of each document 

[16].  Online news sites, such as Google News, also provide the beginning of the news article 

as the “snippet” users see. 

For multi-document summarizations, order preservation is challenging if each document 

orders the topics differently. Barzilay describes an algorithm in which topic ordering across 

the document corpus is compared to determine the best order of sentences [53].  Lin & Hovy 

proposes a method by which the similarity of a candidate sentence is compared to the lead 

sentence of the candidate’s document to determine fit [62]. 

2.1.4 Topic detection 

Topic detection is a key factor in determining the major concepts for the final summary.  

Cosine similarity is one of the most common comparison measures for determining similarity 

[63].  Consider each “topic” as a data point with a vector emanating from the origin. The 
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cosine similarity between two topics is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the 

two vectors representing those topics.  Compared to other techniques such as k-means 

clustering, a major benefit of cosine similarity is speed: the term/document matrix can be 

thought of as a graph representation in n-dimensional space. Similarity measure then 

becomes a relatively inexpensive calculation. 

It should be noted that cosine similarity is not a distance measure, but only a comparison of 

similarity. As such, two terms represented as vectors could theoretically be very similar (in 

that their cosine is a very small value), but be very far apart magnitudally in that their 

Euclidean distance measure is great.  Alternatively, two vectors may appear to be completely 

unrelated (cosine of the angle between the two vectors is 90º), but from a Euclidean metric be 

very close, because of their relatively small magnitudes. 

2.1.5 Challenges 

Linguistically, anaphora is defined as the repetition of a term within a sentence or conceptual 

group [38].  In writing, repeated terms are often replaced by pronouns such as “he,” “she,” or 

“it.”  Algorithmically, anaphora pose quite a concern, as the resolution of anaphora is a non-

trivial task.  Anaphora can best be explained by example, and we present three below: 

• The raccoon took the garbage and ate it. 

In this trivial case, the pronoun “it” is anaphoric and refers to the garbage.  It is obvious to 

the reader what is happening (as garbage cannot eat a raccoon), and a grammatical parser 

could resolve the use of the word “it” as the object of the sentence.  Many cases, however, 

prove far more challenging: 
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• The president and the president’s spouse boarded the plane.  The media claims she 

wasn’t impressed with the visit. 

In this example, there is potential ambiguity from the anaphoric “she” in the second sentence.  

Literally, “she” may refer to the president or spouse wife from the previous sentence.  It is 

difficult to resolve the anaphora algorithmically from the given sentence, but a human with 

the appropriate background knowledge could easily determine the pronoun’s resolution by, in 

this case, knowing the gender of the president. 

In this third example, we use a pronoun in such a case where such inferential gender usage 

could not help resolve the anaphora: 

• The president and his advisor boarded the plane.  The media claims he wasn’t 

impressed with the visit. 

On the assumption the advisor is male, the “he” could refer to either the president or his 

advisor.  Without any further knowledge or cross-referencing, it is not possible to 

algorithmically determine which person was discussed in the second sentence.  Recent work 

done by Steinberger et al. [17] has demonstrated that Singular Value Decomposition may aid 

in anaphoric resolution.  

Another difficulty involved in summarizing data is redundancy. Redundancy is a repetition 

of content already found within the summary.  From a summary perspective, this is often 

found as repeating of the same concept in multiple sentences, because of similar sentences 

from multiple documents.  Redundancy can be measured in a quantitative way via the 

precision metric, as explained in Section 2.1.7. 
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As mentioned previously, sentence ordering in a summary is a straightforward problem when 

summarizing a single document. By retaining the order of sentences from the original 

document, the flow and themes presented are maintained in the summary as well (assuming 

the sentences provided enough context). However, significant issues arise when choosing 

sentences from multiple documents.  When more than one document is to be summarized, 

there are increased concerns that come into play. Different writing styles, when merged, can 

reduce the readability of the summary. In addition, grammar may be different across different 

articles, and selecting sentences from multiple documents might break the flow of an idea. 

Temporally, different sentences may be written at different times, thus referencing he same 

event in the future and past. Though these problems could be solved using a true summarizer, 

most summarizers choose the best candidate sentences to represent a larger corpus.  As a 

result, post-summarization must be done to ensure temporal consistency, or to check for 

grammatical readability. 

2.1.6 Current summarizers 

Together, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the U.S. National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) decided that message understanding and 

document summarization were an increasingly important and relatively neglected field 

worthy of study.  In 2000, an annual Document Understanding Conference (DUC) was 

formed to address this concern.  Annually, the conference task changes, with challenges 

ranging from simple summaries to short-answer questions to long-answers to vague, open 

questions.  Manually-created summaries, however, are still easily superior to automated 

systems. 
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Corpora from the DUC conference are available to researchers.  DUC documents are a 

compilation of publicly-available news articles from news agencies such as the New York 

Times, the Associated Press, and the state-run Chinese news agency Xinhua.  In 2006, each 

of the 50 corpora comprised 25 news articles about a particular topic or news story.  These 

topics vary from steroid use in the Olympics, to perjury, to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. 

Due to copyright restrictions and the signed agreement to use the DUC datasets, the datasets 

and complete articles cannot be fully recreated in this dissertation.  The corpora from 2006 

and all other years are available online at the NIST website [18].  

Currently, DUC and the Multilingual Summarization Evaluation (MSE) conferences are the 

two leading gatherings pertaining to document summarization.  Each year, a different 

challenge is posed to the academic community.  The 2007 DUC conference’s challenge was 

to provide hierarchical summarizations, each of three summaries building upon the former 

but including only new information as the corpus is expanded.  In this dissertation we focus 

primarily on the conference submissions from the DUC conference, specifically from the 

most recently available year, 2006.  

There are currently many variants of text summarizers, including many submissions to the 

conferences above.  Radev et al. [64] present a paper evaluating six summarizers using 

multiple criteria for more than 100 million summaries of 10,000 abstracts.  Sekin and Nobata 

[65] provide a survey of Multi-Document Summarizers in a workshop at the 2003 DUC 

conference in Edmonton.  The following are just a few examples of available summarizers 

from preceding years.   

NeATS [62] has been a strong candidate in successive DUC challenges.  The system follows 

a simple algorithm of extracting relevant, lead portions from source documents and ensuring 
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coherence, length, and chronological ordering.  iNeATS [66] is an addition to NeATS that 

argues that users are more satisfied with summarization results if they feel they have more 

control, and thus implements a stronger and more-transparent user interface above the 

system. 

CATS [67] is generally successful question/summarized-answer system that focuses on 

named entities as a major component of determining the topic question.  Interestingly, the 

CATS developers at the Université de Montreal comment on the ineffectiveness of the 

ROUGE (“Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation,” a quantitative measurement 

system to score automated summaries [29]) the scoring system at drawing conclusions, with 

respect to the very low variation in scores from DUC 2005. 

To compare the results of the proposed summarizer, we use the most recently available DUC 

results from the 2006 competition, but first provide an overview of the two highest-scoring 

systems from the conference, as per the conference metrics. 

• Jagarlamudi, Pingali, and Varma (IIITH, India).  Using a query-dependent scoring 

system, this summarizer was ranked in first place among systems using automatic scoring 

algorithms.  It focuses on determining sentence importance by using a web-based search 

engine.  The system runs a search-engine query which is fed through a unigram language 

model.  Sentences are then compared to this model to determine importance and relevance to 

the summary.  Nevertheless, the sentences chosen were often lengthy, and “more than half of 

[their] summaries were exceeding the length limit.” [19]   

• Ye and Chua, National University of Singapore (DCL).  Ye and Chua use a technique 

they call a Document Concept Lattice to place second in the 2006 DUC automated scoring 

rankings.  The key to the lattice is to look for redundancy among sentences.  High-frequency 
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concepts indicate good candidate topics for a final summary.  Such sentences are grouped 

into nodes, each node representing a potential candidate concept.  The strength of finding 

“best candidate sentences” is apparent from this well-designed system. [20] 

DUC is not the only major conference dealing with automated document understanding and 

summarization.  The Multilingual Summarization Evaluation conference (MSE) focuses on 

tasks similar to DUC, but adds a multi-lingual component as well: the corpus provided is a 

combination of English and Arabic texts [21].  TREC, the Text REtrieval Conference, is also 

funded by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, as well as the Department of 

Defense [22].  There are different “tracks” in TREC, focusing on problems such as question 

answering, blog monitoring, indexing content from digital video, and many more.  TREC has 

spawned similar conferences from around the world, such as NTCIR in Japan [23] and the 

cross-language CLEF conferences in Europe [24]. 

Document or corpus summarization has a clear market and plenty of practical applications.  

The most obvious example of document summarization comes in the form of online 

documents, specifically the “snippets” seen under links in search engines such as Yahoo or 

Google. Web snippets originally came from a documents <meta> tag, where the author of the 

page provided a brief summary of the page. Such processes were easily gamed, however, by 

fraudulent webmasters hoping to improve their search engine rankings. A directory system 

such as Yahoo and its human editors had the ability to more write more objective summaries, 

but such solutions could not scale effectively.  Similarly, the Open Directory Project (from 

which Google still continues to pull some snippets for display) fell prey to fraudulent 

volunteers gaming the system. Although not commonly known, in the early days of Ask.com, 
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there were hundreds of human editors secretly behind the scenes creating ordered lists and 

summaries for display. [25] 

More recently, Google has obtained patents for technologies that help improve their 

summaries for snippet display. These patents range from multi-pass document scoring and 

“snippet” generation, to methods that control the length of snippet based on the user’s recent 

activity with the document. This includes tools to change “snippet length... based on an 

estimate of how a user will recognize the document.” [26]. 

Another common application of document summarization can be found in Microsoft’s Word 

program, which contains an “auto-summarize” feature. In it, the user chooses a desired 

summary length (as a percentage of the original document). Microsoft Word then scores each 

sentence in the document using a modified TF/IDF score. As there is only one document, 

IDF = 1 and the summary relies heavily on term frequency. Sentences are then returned in 

ranked order until the percentage summary is complete.  In Appendix B, we provide an 

example comparison of our summarization system with that of Microsoft Word’s auto-

summarize feature. 

Work continues on document summarization.  Schiffman et al. have shown that, in news 

articles specifically, the lead sentence itself is a great summary for the document [68].  

Wactlar proposes an architecture to incorporate multimedia into summarization systems, via 

speech recognition of announcers and OCR of video feeds, for example [73].  In Evans’ 

work, he argues for the next steps beyond (“simple”) sentence extraction, for summarizers 

that also identify “different sides of the dialogue and the claims they support, and identifying 

how content differs across boundaries (cultural, national, political, etc.)” [69]. 
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2.1.7 Evaluation techniques 

There are quantitative, objective measures for determining summary quality. The most 

important measures in these evaluators include precision, recall, and F-score. However, the 

evaluation of document summaries generally relies on a “gold standard,” or pre-made 

summary with which to compare.  Invariable, such summaries are human-generated. 

The most obvious, evaluation technique in automatic summary evaluation is a subjective, 

human judge. Many people have the capability to compare automatic summaries to the 

original corpus and, like a Turing Test, are able to discern a quality summary from a poor 

one. This method is still often used.  There are quantitative measuring systems as well. 

Columbia’s PYRAMID scoring system is such a method, by modeling summaries in a 

hierarchical pyramid [27].  However, automated systems also exist, such as Basic Elements 

and ROUGE [29].  ROUGE measures similarity in the summary as compared to the corpus 

documents via unigram co-occurrence between summary pairs.  ROUGE is available as a 

free download from ISI at the University of Southern California. [29] 

DUC used the ROUGE system to determine the precision, recall, and F-Scores (as described 

below) for scoring of the automated summaries.  Specifically, the ROUGE-2 (which 

measures bigram based on co-occurrence) and ROUGE SU-4 (Skip-bigram plus unigram-

based co-occurrence) metrics are used.  We begin with some definitions (from the LingPipe 

website [30]): 

• model summary: or “gold standard,” this is the “perfect case” for a summary, as is 

most often represented by the human-created summary  

• candidate summary: this is the automatically-created summary to be measured against 

the model summary  
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• true positive: an atomic unit is found in both the candidate and model summaries  

• false positive: an atomic unit is found in the candidate, but not the model summary  

• true negative: an atomic unit is in neither the candidate nor model summary  

• false negative: an atomic unit is not in the candidate, but found in the model summary 

Precision is a metric to determine how closely an automated summary mirrors the model, or 

human-created, summary.  As Mani and Maybury explain, precision “measures the 

percentage correctness for the total number of summaries judged by the summary assessors 

to be relevant.” [31] 

To measure precision, one divides true positives by the sum of true positives and false 

positives.  Thus, one divides the number of retrieved relevant documents in both candidate 

and model summaries by the total relevant documents in the model. A major assumption for 

the measurement of precision is that a sentence is a “relevant” sentence if the human 

summarizer included it in their model summary.  Precision does not take into account that 

different humans would create different “gold standard” summaries.  Thus, candidates are 

often averaged from a variety of human summaries.  Clearly, a higher precision indicates that 

a candidate summary has accurately reflected more of the manually-created summary in a 

smaller number of sentences.  

A dual to precision, recall, measures how well the candidate summary echoes the corpus.  It 

is determined by calculating the true positives divided by total sentences in the candidate 

summary. A summary that returns all available sentences would clearly score perfect recall 

but a very low precision score. 
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Precision and recall are often combined together to form an aggregate score, called the F-

Score.  F-Score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall [32]  

F-Score = (β p r)/(p + r) 

β allows for a subjective tweaking of the summary scores as needed to make precision or 

recall a more important factor.  If a smaller summary (with a higher risk of missing a topic of 

interest) is important, more weighting can be given to precision.  Alternatively, if ensuring all 

topics are covered within the summary at the expense of summary length is important, recall 

is a more important factor.  The generally accepted default value is β = 1, where precision 

and recall are given equal weighting.  Clearly, altering β to be greater than or less than one 

would place more importance on one factor over another. 

Lastly, pyramid models include an annotation procedure to evaluate automated summaries.  

Evaluators manually annotate the corpus into Summary Content Units (SCUs), and assign a 

value as to how encompassing the SCU is to the overall corpus.  High-proportion SCUs 

appear at the top, and lower-valued SCUs at the bottom.  Candidate summaries are then 

scored against this annotated pyramid, as the ratio of the sum of SCUs weights as compared 

to the maximum SCU weights possible.  A “better” summary representation would 

encompass more SCUs at various levels as determined by the manual annotators (for more, 

see Passonneau et al. [33]). 

2.1.8 Latent Semantic Analysis 

Latent semantic analysis (LSA), also known as latent semantic indexing (LSI), is a method to 

determine relationships between seemingly independent terms within a corpus.  Using LSA, 
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we can cluster together similar themes to determine the most important concepts for a 

potential summary. 

To begin, we create a term/document matrix.  This matrix is an occurrence representation of 

a collection of documents in matrix form (for a detailed review, see Berry et al. [70]). Each 

row of the matrix represents a document, with the columns represent all terms within the 

corpus. Zeroes indicate a particular term is not found in a document, and a non-zero shows 

the term to be found in the document. The non-zero value can take many forms, whether it be 

a one (a Boolean representation) or greater number (frequency, for example). Although it is 

common to normalize the data, there are also cases in which unnormalized data makes more 

sense, such as a desire to give increased weight to larger documents. 

The next step in latent semantic analysis is to perform a singular value decomposition on the 

term/document matrix.  We define a matrix of objects m with attributes (or properties) n as 

matrix A.  In this example, A is our term/document matrix.  Within A, traditionally m >> n.  

Singular Value Decomposition, or SVD, breaks the matrix down into three components and 

performs an axis transformation on the data.  These components are represented by A = USVt 

of rank r and dimensionality n.  The left singular values, U, are in an orthogonal matrix m x 

r, S is a diagonal matrix r x r, and V is an n x r matrix.  V, the right singular values, are often 

written as Vt, the transpose of V, for convenience and tradition.  The order of the rows does 

not affect the results of the decomposition. 

Like other eigendecompositions, an SVD performs orthogonal axis transformation on the 

dataset.  V represents the new orthogonal basis of A, and each row of U matches the original 

rows of A (that is, each row continues to represent a row of A).  Thus, the representation of 

rows in the decomposed space continues to represent the same objects that were defined in 
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the original A matrix.  This allows for an analysis of the U matrix to be analogous to a similar 

analysis on the original A matrix.  S is a diagonal matrix, and by convention sorted in non-

increasing order (with U and V manipulated accordingly).  Therefore, dimensions with the 

most variation appear first. 

SVD is a powerful tool in matrix analysis and decomposition because the resulting S matrix 

is a quantitative measure of how much information is stored in each of the newly-defined 

dimensions.  As such, one can quickly determine how much variation is stored in each 

dimension, and if the truncation of (most) of the matrix will result in any noticeable reduction 

in stored information.  In fact, truncating the matrix at a point k (k < r) allows for often-

drastic reductions in the dimensionality of the data, while at the same time maintaining most 

of the variation.  It is possible to measure how much variation has been lost through 

calculating the sum of the truncated dimensions. 

SVD is often used as a noise-reduction technique, where the higher-dimension / low variation 

data is treated as effective noise.  Truncation of this data and remultiplying returns the 

original matrix A denoised, or a cleaner version of the underlying data.  Truncation, 

therefore, has the benefit of potentially cleaning the data, while significantly reducing 

computational complexity. 

SVD, however, runs in O(mn
2) time.  In many situations such complexity is too expensive, 

for example in real-time summary generation.  Fortunately, a document/term matrix is most 

often sparse, as the infrequent terms are found in a small number of documents [74]. 

A sentence/term matrix is sparser still, as the number of objects increase dramatically.  For 

sparse matrices, SVD can run in a linear O(pk) time, where p is the cardinality of non-zero 

entries, and k continues to represent the number of retained dimensions (typically k << r). 
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Previous work in document summarization with respect to Latent Semantic Analysis has 

traditionally looked at the right singular vectors.  These vectors are the newly-transformed 

orthogonal axes upon which the data is represented.  In 2001, Gong and Liu proposed using 

LSA as a summarization technique [34].  By decomposing a term/sentence matrix and using 

the right singular vector (in our syntax, Vt) one chooses the best candidate sentences, and 

such a summary would inherently cover as many important, disjoint themes as desired. 

2.1.9 Clustering 

Latent semantic analysis groups similar terms together based upon their correlations within 

the corpus.  Thus, one would expect to see data points representing similar terms (such as 

“car” and “automobile”) near in the decomposed space. This clustering produces a matrix 

form of the corpus that allows for many clustering techniques in which to analyze the data. 

Often, common clustering techniques such as k-means clustering or QR-factorization can 

take such matrices and produce useful insights into topic centres or generalized themes. It 

should be noted that the value of k from k-means clustering need not be the same value of k 

referenced in truncating the SVD matrix in Section 2.1.8. 

LSA is useful in seeing inherent clusters within the data.  One of the most valuable properties 

of the SVD is that the resulting dimensions are sorted in descending order.  Thus, the 

dimension with the most stored variation is first, the most remaining variation is in the 

second dimension, and so forth.  If the matrix is truncated to three dimensions or less (k ≤ 3), 

then the results of the SVD (Uk now being m x k, Sk being k x k and Vk, k x n) can be 

displayed graphically.  Such an approach can help the user to see patterns within the data.  A 

decomposed matrix can still follow the normal rules of Euclidean geometry and can be 
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clustered using standard techniques, such as k-means clustering.  In this example, each 

cluster would represent a potential “topic centre” of similar terms. 

The decomposition via SVD also produces two valuable properties in the decomposed space.  

More specifically, the dot product of two points in the SVD space is proportional to their 

correlation.  From the geometric equation for the dot product (U·V = |U| |V| cos θ), one 

quickly sees the relationship between vector length and angle.  If the rows of U are 

considered as vectors extending from the origin of the new orthogonal axes Vt, then cosine 

similarity can be defined.  Furthermore, the magnitudes of each vector can be calculated 

using standard Euclidean techniques. 

If two vectors have a large positive dot product, they are highly correlated.  Similarly, a large 

negative dot product between two terms implies they are negatively correlated.  Lastly, two 

terms with a dot product close to zero are uncorrelated.  Examination of the equation for dot 

product gives a better understanding of this relationship.  Small magnitudes or orthogonal 

vectors (cos θ = 0) will have smaller dot products.  Therefore, vectors that are closer to the 

origin are less likely to have larger dot products, and thus be uncorrelated. 

Two vectors will have a higher dot product if the angle between the vectors is small (θ → 0) 

or great (θ → 180).  This also explains how the dot product and correlation of two vectors are 

related: if the angle between two vectors is small, the dot product increases.  Thus, the 

measure of the cosine of the angle between two vectors can measure the similarity between 

two vectors.  From an LSA perspective, this means that the cosine similarity between two 

terms relates to the similarity of the two terms, specifically within the context of the corpus.  

However, one should also take into account the magnitude of the vectors, as very small 

magnitudes would be uncorrelated with many other terms. 
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From the collective dot products, we can create a definition for the “interestingness” of a 

vector.  “Uninteresting” vectors are those with small magnitudes.  Such vectors are either 

correlated with everything or nothing in the space.  Conversely, “interesting” vectors are 

those with higher magnitudes, and thus highly correlated with some other vectors.  With 

respect to LSA, “interesting” vectors (terms, from the term/document matrix) can provide 

valuable insight into which terms within a corpus can be considered more interesting, and 

thus more worthy for inclusion in the final summary.  If a vector has a very low magnitude 

(and is thus “uninteresting,”) it will mostly not be a useful candidate for a summary. 

2.2 Tag clouds 

The concept of tag clouds dates back to 1995 with the quasi-fictional HarperCollins book 

MicroSerfs by Douglas Coupland [35].  A tag cloud is an order list of terms from a document 

or corpus that are considered important.  On the internet, terms within a tag cloud are often 

links to more specific information surrounding that term.  Tag clouds are in their relative 

infancy compared to other methods of summarization and information retrieval.  Tag clouds 

have gained in popularity since the Internet boom, with major sites like Flickr 

(www.flickr.com) and Amazon.com (www.amazon.com) using tag clouds to display meta-

data on images and book contents, respectively.  

Early tag-cloud categorization on the Internet started with companies such as Yahoo! and the 

volunteer-based Open Sourced Directory Project (DMOZ).  Companies such as Amazon.com 

have began to utilize tag clouds in a more automated way by, for example, showing a list of 

statistically improbable terms found within a book.  Most effort, research, and 

commercialization of tag clouds, however, has taken place in the user-generated content 

space, where documents, images, and other items are tagged manually by the user base in an 
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effort to provide more useful meta-data. For example, Flickr’s tags are generated by the 

image’s creators and other site users, whereas Amazon.com’s tag generation is automated 

and objective, based on the contents of a given document.  In this dissertation, we look 

specifically at automatically generated tag clouds from an objective, or non-user generated, 

corpus. 

2.2.1 Motivation 

Tag clouds are a very efficient means of mutual communication of diverse concepts within a 

corpus.  Whether the corpus is a set of documents, a single document, a set of images 

(Flickr.com, Zoomr.com, etc.), or any other large dataset, tag clouds allow a user to quickly 

discard irrelevant information and focus on more pertinent topics.  Increased attention and 

usage due to the Internet and new “web 2.0” sites have garnered tag clouds increased 

attention.  However, tag clouds have received relatively little research attention relative to 

their counterparts, such as graph drawing.   

The properties of the singular value decomposition that made it valuable for document and 

corpora summarization are also beneficial in other summarization techniques such as tag 

clouds. 

2.2.2 Basics 

In essence, a tag cloud is a weighted list of terms from a corpus.  Although recent work by 

Stojanovic et al. [39] attempts to promote a richer tagging model for the purposes of pruning 

and refinement, most tags are single words. 

Concordance is a form of indexing without definition or proper collation.  Thus, from a 

concordance one can determine an overall frequency count of terms within a document or 
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corpus.  Concordance is an inexpensive method to compare and analyze term frequency 

across documents. 

The use of concordance within the tag cloud space is thus efficient, as a tag cloud is often 

based on a frequency count of terms in a document or corpus.  Although tag clouds are often 

used within the user-generated content space, in this dissertation we focus on objective data 

from a document or corpus instead of more subjective user-generated tags.  There are certain 

issues specific to user-generated content that are not present in objective data.  For example, 

in [40], Brooks and Montanez discuss the challenge of tags from various languages.  Without 

a method to convert or relate equal tags in different language, information is clearly lost in 

analysis. 

With the explosion of the World Wide Web, tag clouds were given a much wider audience as 

well as a new dimension of interactivity.  On the Internet, tag-cloud terms are assumed to be 

hyperlinked terms, allowing the user to more thoroughly investigate a particular subsection 

of the general cloud.  For example, a hyperlink may display to the user the term in context 

with the corpus. 

Kaser and Lemire discuss how such interactivity benefits the tag cloud from a user-generated 

perspective [41], and reference the work of Millen, Feinberg, and Kerr showing how users 

could be motivated to change the appearance of the tag cloud [42]. 

2.2.3 Clustering 

Current standards in tag clouds ignore standard clustering techniques and instead display 

terms in alphabetical order.  In fact, Hassan-Montero and Herrero-Solana discuss how in 

cases where the visitor is generally knowledgeable about the general discipline and is looking 
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for a specific term, an alphabetical sorting order is ideal [5].  Nevertheless, improvement in 

term organization and analysis can be derived from even simple clustering techniques.   

In 2006, Hassan-Montero and Herrero-Solana showed a novel method for term organization 

within a tag cloud, whereby term similarity was measured using co-occurrence of TF/IDF [5] 

(see Section 2.1.1).  Terms were then clustered via a k-means algorithm, where each cluster 

centroid was presented to the user as a “row” of the tag cloud. 

Most current research on the display of tag clouds refers to proper creation within the bounds 

of HTML for display on the Internet.  Kaser and Lemire note that when compared to graph-

drawing problems (which are similar in many respects to tag cloud issues), relatively little 

work has focused on tag clouds [41].  They propose more formalized algorithms for tag cloud 

creation using Electronic Design Automation (EDA). 

Some have taken a more literal definition of cloud.  Bielenberg proposed a circular cloud 

output for terms within a tag cloud [43].  Jaffe et al. [44] related tag clouds to a geographic 

map to introduce an additional dimension of information (such as where picture was taken, or 

where a news event occurred).  Researchers at Yahoo! published a paper on their work in 

displaying tag clouds over time.  Of note was their work on defining the “interestingness” of 

a term, noting the similarity between such a value and TF/IDF, a standard metric in 

document summarization [4]. 

2.2.4 Complexity 

Simple tag cloud creation is often a frequency count, and is thus similar in complexity 

creating a histogram.  Such simple algorithms make tag clouds ideal to be built in real-time 

on a website, based on the latest additions in terms of added documents or additional user-
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generated content.  Clearly if an advanced tag cloud wishes to incorporate additional factors 

(such as a cosine similarity analysis or k-means clustering) the complexity of the algorithm 

will increase accordingly. 

2.2.5 Challenges 

There are challenges in the creation of a tag cloud.  Specifically on the Internet, an obvious 

concern is that of multilingualism.  For example, people from around the world are able to 

tag a photo on Flickr in different languages.  A traditional tag cloud system would not be able 

to equate the cat with le chat and die Katze, even though they all refer to the same feline. 

A tag cloud will evaluate two unique terms independently, even if the terms are semantically 

similar.  In the context of tag clouds, little research has been done in terms of relating similar 

terms across different languages (see Brooks and Montanez [40]). 

In addition, synonyms also cause difficulty for tag-cloud production.  Synonyms and other 

similar words for the same conceptual term would also cause lowered weighting of a tag-

cloud term.  Little research or actual implementation has tackled this issue. 

Moreover, a superset of problems becomes relevant in the space of user-generated content, 

where both multilingual and synonymic terms are confounded by misspellings, subject 

interpretation, and the insertion of overly-specific terms, such as “toRead” (see Hassan-

Montero  and Herrero-Solana [5]). 
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Chapter 3 Design 

3.1 Summarization 

The primary goal of this dissertation was to determine the best candidate sentences to provide 

a summary of a given corpus as a function of summary size (i.e., the number of sentences to 

return).  We attempted to provide accurate and encompassing summaries of a multiple 

document set that was on par with summarizer systems from the most recently available 

DUC conference.  The critical properties of an effective summary are its ability to accurately 

reflect the major concepts and to span as much of the corpus as possible.  One of the greatest 

risks of a poor summary is the overlooking or dismissing of a critical concept from the set of 

documents.  In such cases, a poor summary is worse than no summary. 

The most pressing concern in reviewing a large corpus of new research for novel information 

is the risk of dismissing key information as irrelevant.  We present the resulting summaries of 

a diverse set of corpora to show the ability of the system to handle a variety of situations 

(such as a corpus with a higher proportion of non-English cultural terms, or a corpus focusing 

on information technology). 

Using the DUC 2006 (AQUAINT) dataset [45], we compared the results of the conference 

summarizers to the proposed system.  Comparing precision, recall, and F-Score (using the 

exact parameters and measurement techniques as at the conference), we demonstrate that this 
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model is worthy of consideration and further development in the document-summarization 

field. 

3.1.1 Modifying Traditional Latent Semantic Analysis 

Traditionally, latent semantic analysis uses a term/document matrix. Each term is a separate 

row (object), and each column (attribute) represents a possible document in which that term 

is found. Therefore, in a given matrix A, a zero in Am,n indicates that that term m is not within 

document n.  A non-zero entry at Am,n indicates that the term is found within the document.  

This non-zero value may be either one or greater than one, indicating the cardinality, or 

perhaps relative frequency, of that term within the document.  Documents are also 

preprocessed against a list of stop words to remove common terms.  Obviously such a matrix 

will be non-negative, although normalization may produce negative values. 

For the purposes of document summarization, we required the best candidate sentences to 

represent the larger set of text.  Therefore we modified the existing atomicity such that the 

representation is a sentence/term matrix instead of the standard term/document matrix.  Each 

row represented a unique sentence within the corpus, and each column indicated whether or 

not that sentence contained the term.  As demonstrated in Figure 1, the datasets from the 

DUC corpus are quite sparse. 
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Figure 1: Average density of the sentence/term matrices for each of the 50 DUC datasets.  

For our proposed summarization system, we looked at both nouns and verbs in the corpus.  

Better candidate sentences contain a relatively high proportion of nouns, but verbs are 

relevant for determining intent, and are thus of importance as well.  We used the Lingpipe 

version 2.3.0 language extraction tool [46] to extract parts of speech from sentences, and 

used the included Brown corpus training set to train the model.   

Vats and Skillicorn argue that nouns are imperative for identifying and processing relevant 

text samples [12].  From a summarization perspective, we argue that nouns fulfill this key 

role, but are aided by the importance of verbs [37].  As all proper sentences require at least a 

noun and a verb, these parts of speech were included in the matrix. 

We then normalized the term/sentence matrix before performing the decomposition.  This 

normalization was achieved by dividing each term by the sum of its row.  We then subtracted 
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the mean of all non-zero entries in the row to zero-center the data.  Due to the excessive 

sparsity of the sentence/term matrix, we calculated the mean of a row by excluding zero 

values. 

We then performed a singular value decomposition on the normalized sentence/term matrix.  

As described in Section 2.1.8, the S matrix was sorted in descending order to describe where 

most of the variation within the SVD results lay, and to reduce the dimensionality of the 

matrices. 
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Figure 2: A scree plot of the diagonal of S.  A scree plot shows the fraction of total variation 

in each dimension of S. 
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After decomposition, the resulting matrix was truncated at some point k, such that most of 

the variation remains. Thus, the dimensionality of the decomposed matrix was significantly 

reduced.  We reduced the SVD-decomposed matrix to three dimensions without a large loss 

of information, but gained the advantage of being able to plot it (see Chapter 4 for more on 

experimental results). 

Reviewing graphs of the first three dimensions showed a tendency for the transformed 

objects (sentences) to appear in a relatively straight line (for example, as in Figure 3).  An 

analysis of the outliers showed them to not be viable candidates or, if clustered together, the 

outliers referenced a very specific set of terms that would not be viable candidates. 

Furthermore, graphing of the first three dimensions of the U matrix reliably showed a straight 

line.  In Figure 3 (created from DUC dataset 04D: a corpus on the release of the movie Star 

Wars: Episode I), each point represents a different row from the U matrix.  We discuss these 

findings and provide further examples in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 3: Example straight line of first three dimensions of U matrix from DUC dataset 04D. 

This straight-line tendency can be explained by the correlations of sentences appearing in a 

news article or corpus: every following sentence continues a story with a similar theme, and 
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similar context.  When comparing a dataset of multiple documents all pertaining to the same 

news event or topics, each article will contain similar internal correlations, often even using 

duplicate quotations and references to the same persons, places, or things as other articles in 

the corpus.  Thus one would expect a relatively straight line for a corpus of similar articles as 

well. 

3.1.2 Outliers 

We visually reviewed graphs from all 50 DUC data sets and found most data sets led to fairly 

straight lines.  A distance of one standard deviation was used initially, but was found not to 

be “far” enough, as sentences that could be considered were removed from consideration.  

Three standard deviations removed almost no data points, and thus we decided upon a limit 

of two standard deviations as it provided sufficient removal of outliers without omitting 

valuable sentences for the more scattered data sets. 

Experimentation showed that most outlier sentences were not relevant to an overall theme for 

summarization.  Consideration of what the decomposition represented showed this theory to 

be true: if a given point was far from the origin (“interesting”) and if its cosine similarity was 

very different than that of the group (“dissimilar”), then the outlying data points represented 

a potentially similar concept or idea (to themselves).  However, this idea would not be 

correlated with the other objects in what we determined to be the (most important) first 

dimension of the U matrix. For example, the DUC 2006 dataset 46A has 25 documents 

discussing perjury from the perspective of an American President.  
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Figure 4: First three decomposed dimensions of DUC corpus 46A. 

Figure 4 represents the 989 sentences extracted by the summarizer. The sentences graph as a 

straight line, except for two outliers (sentences 461 and 499). We would expect data points 

461 and 499 to be very similar, and probably not on the topic of perjury. Upon analysis, we 

find the sentences indicated by the data points to be: 

• #461: No, sir. 

• #499: That’s correct, sir. 

The first two data points are clearly related in their brevity and use of the word “Sir.” In fact, 

of all 989 sentences, those are the only two using the title “Sir.”  Inspection showed that 
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these sentences clearly were not worthy of consideration for “candidate” sentences, and were 

thus omitted. 

After confirming that outliers would not be effective summary candidates, we determined a 

mathematical method of eliminating outliers from a given candidate pool.  To do so, we 

wanted a threshold that, if exceeded, would omit the sentence from consideration.  An 

absolute measure, however, would prove ineffective, as the “straightness” of a resultant line 

varies by corpus.  We thus used a relative parameter, specifically standard deviation, to 

calculate the threshold for an outlier. 

3.1.3 Line Segmentation 

In order to choose multiple sentences to create a summary, the line derived from the 

decomposition was segmented into independent units.  For the purposes of segmentation, we 

define “granularity” as a measure of specificity of the summary.  More specifically, 

granularity is an integer representing a number of sentences required in the final summary. 

The straight line created by the SVD decomposition is split into segments, a number 

determined by the user-chosen granularity of the summary.  From each segment the best 

candidate sentence is evaluated based on a weighted measure of various properties (described 

in Section 3.1.4).  We consider two techniques for line segmentation: standard linear and a 

negative-exponential segmentation technique, both described below. 

In a linear segmentation, the line is split into an equal number of segments, with each 

segment returning its “best candidate” sentence for the summary.  “Equal number” is defined 

as each segment containing an equal number of data points.  
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A negative exponential technique takes into account the added information we know about 

the line, due to the singular value decomposition.  Points closer to the origin are highly 

correlated with most other sentences, whereas points further from the origin are not, and thus 

considered more “interesting.”  Thus, sentences further from the origin should be better 

candidate sentences than sentences closer to the origin.  We thus give additional weighting to 

larger vectors by segmenting the line by the function f(x) = 1/ax, where a > 1.  The following 

table shows an example split for a 100-sentence matrix with a granularity of nine (and thus 

eight segmentation points).  Segment number one is closest to the origin and contains the 

most points (11), whereas segments further from the origin contain fewer points. 

Segment # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Linear 11 22 33 44 56 67 78 89 

Negative 

exponential  

33 56 70 80 86 91 94 96 

Table 1: Example of differences beteween linear and negative exponential segmentation 

We choose a = 1.5 and 1 ≤ x ≤ 8, where 1 is the segment closest to the origin.  Linear 

segmentation divides the line into slices with an equal number of sentences, so that the 

summary contains sentences equally from the all areas of the line.  A negative exponential 

technique favours sentences further from the origin by reducing the number of sentences per 

segment further from the origin.  These sentences are by definition “more interesting” 

sentences.  We hypothesize that a summary containing more interesting sentences will 

provide a higher-quality summary, and thus expect higher scores from the negative 

exponential technique. 
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3.1.4 Sentence Selection 

Within each granulated section, the best candidate sentence was evaluated based on a variety 

of factors.  Each factor was assigned a weight and a score, and the highest scoring sentence 

from each segment was added to the summary.  Bergler notes that the most important factors 

in news articles are named entities and the existence of quotations [47], and thus named 

entities were given the most weighting.  Also, to reduce the probability of anaphoric conflict 

in candidate sentences the second most important factor was average word length.  As 

anaphora are often smaller words like “it” or “she,” sentences with longer words would be 

less likely to contain such pronouns.  We summed these factors in the evaluation of best 

candidate sentences, as well as sentence length, average word length, and the percentage of 

nouns and verbs found in the sentence.  Within each section, the sentence with the highest 

cumulative score was selected for inclusion in the summary.  

Named Entities 

Named entities are one of the most important factors in determining valuable summary 

candidate sentences.  Named entities are the names of people, places, things, and are often 

denoted by their capitalization in the English language.  They are often the core of themes 

within the corpus.  Named-entity recognition, however, should rely on more formal rules, 

training against statistical models and tagged data sets, since looking solely for capital letters 

would find a significant number of false positives (e.g., the first word of a sentence).  For this 

experiment we used the LingPipe named-entity system [46] trained on the included News 

dataset.  Because both the training data provided and corpora we tested against were based on 

news stories, we did not create a custom training set. 
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Sentence scoring increased for both the existence of named entities and the total number of 

named entities found within the sentence. 

Average Word Length 

We also added a weighted score for the average character count of the words in a sentence.  

We assumed that sentences with a longer average word length would make for better 

candidate sentences.  More specifically, the risk of anaphora and improper resolution would 

be inversely proportional to word length, as the likelihood of pronouns such as “it,” “he,” or 

“she” is diminished. 

Sentence Length 

With a limited word count in a summary, the best candidate sentence should be of optimal 

size.  Sentences that are too short run the risk of adding little value to the summary, and 

unnecessarily long sentences waste valuable words in a limited summary total.  Therefore, 

any sentence with less than four words was automatically removed from consideration (i.e., 

assigned a candidate score of zero) [48], and sentences longer than 50 were penalized [49].  

The penalty was proportional to the count above the maximum length.  Thus, especially long 

sentences were not automatically dismissed, but could still be considered for candidacy based 

on high scores in other factors. 

We significantly lowered the relative weight of sentence length because other factors that 

relate to sentence length (such as average word length: candidates with anaphora have 

smaller average words) would also increase sentence score. 
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Quotations 

Barzilay notes that the presence of quotations improves the quality of the candidate sentence 

for summary inclusion, and this finding is especially pertinent in news articles [53].  In 

journalistic news writing, quotations help to provide additional information in fewer words, 

because both the comment and the person speaking provide context to the situation.  Thus, 

the addition of a quotation in the summary allows the user to get both an objective viewpoint 

of the facts as well as opinions.  This combination makes quotation-filled sentences valuable 

with respect to choosing important candidate sentences for the summary, particularly in 

summarizing news articles like those found in the DUC data sets.  We ensured that 

quotations were only included if opening marks were paired with a closing pair (i.e. 

apostrophes are not incorrectly considered a quotation), and both single- and double-

quotation marks were permitted. 

Percentage of nouns and verbs 

As described in Section 3.1.1, nouns and verbs play a key role in the context of a sentence.  

Following this logic, a sentence with relatively more nouns and verbs can convey more 

information than sentences with fewer nouns and verbs.  Such sentences are also less likely 

to contain anaphoric problems.  Thus, a higher score is given to sentences with more nouns 

and verbs, as determined by the LingPipe parts-of-speech system 2.3.0 using the Brown 

tagger. 

3.1.5 Sentence Order 

When creating a summary of a single document, the easiest way to order sentences is to 

follow the order they appeared within the document.  As described in Section 2.1.3, the 

problem becomes noticeably more challenging in proportion to document cardinality.  Even 
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if all grammatical and temporal issues can be resolved, the order in which the sentences are 

to be merged can affect readability and the success of the summary.  Sentence ordering 

remains a challenging issue in the field of document summarization. 

Our system takes advantage of the properties of singular value decomposition in many ways, 

but particularly how the data points form a relatively straight line in the decomposed space.  

Thus, we determined an effective sentence ordering by returning sentences starting from the 

furthest points from the origin and working inwards.  Thus, summaries began with the “most 

interesting” sentences and concluded with sentences that were highly correlated within the 

corpus. 

Although the “reverse pyramidal” shape of news articles leads to the first sentence being 

useful for a summary perspective, it should be noted that such organization does not affect 

this algorithm.  All sentences are combined into a single matrix, and a singular value 

decomposition is not changed by the ordering of rows in the original matrix. 

3.1.6 Data Sets 

In an attempt to most accurately compare this summarizer to others in the field, we attempted 

to duplicate the circumstances and properties of the most recent publicly available DUC 

conference, from 2006. 

Thus, we obtained permission from NIST and DUC to use the 2006 document set directly 

(AQUAINT).  The DUC package not only contained the original 50 datasets, but also each 

competitor’s results, the human-created “model” summaries, the evaluation scripts, and 

scores.  We were therefore able to compare our summaries to the exact summaries from the 

conference, using the exact scripts from DUC.  For each dataset, a conference organizer was 
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tasked with choosing an abstract topic and finding 25 separate articles around that subject 

from the New York Times, the Associated Press, and the Xinhua News Agency.  All articles 

were in English and averaged 440 words. 

Due to the copyright restrictions and DUC licensing restrictions, we were not allowed to 

append full news articles to this dissertation, but the original dataset is available from the 

NIST website [45]. 

Three pseudo-randomly corpora were chosen to highlight.  We say “pseudo-random” because 

we wanted to ensure that the topics and properties of the corpus were dissimilar enough to 

show the summarizer against different data variations.  The three DUC examples highlighted 

below focus on wetland marshes (general), computer viruses (esoteric terms, unique named 

entities), and the terrorist bombings of the American Embassy in Nairobi (a single event with 

a wide variety of named entities including many non-English names of places and people). 

3.1.7 Parameters 

Quantitative evaluation against the DUC summaries was performed using the exact Perl 

script and parameters used for ROUGE evaluation.  We contacted Chin-Yew Lin of ROUGE, 

(currently at Microsoft Research), to obtain the exact version of ROUGE used at the 

competition.  The documentation provides more information on the exact parameters that can 

be chosen to tune the results.  DUC 2006 used ROUGE with the following parameters: 

ROUGE -e ../data -c 95 -2 -1 -U -r 1000 -n 4 -w 1.2 -a input.file  > output.file; 

To calculate the F-score, β was set to 0.5, which means that recall is given more importance. 
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3.1.8 Evaluation 

When considering the evaluation of automated summaries, subjective opinion is a difficult 

metric for comparison.  Automated, quantitative methods for evaluating summaries allow for 

a more objective comparison of results. 

The tables in the following chapter present the scores for ROUGE comparison of the model 

(human-created) summaries to those of the conference participants, as well as those from the 

summarizers described in this chapter.  For clarity, we provide the following definitions: 

• Linear: the resulting score (be it precision, recall, or F-Score) for the summarizer system 

based on linear segmentation of the line; 

• Neg.Exp: the resulting score for the summarizer system based on negative exponential 

segmentation of the line; 

• Peer average: the average score of all DUC conference attendee systems, not including 

the summaries created for this dissertation; 

• All average: the average score of all systems, including DUC attendees, the linear and 

negative exponential system, and all human-created “model” summaries.  This score is 

the highest of the four, as it includes the model summaries as well. 

For DUC-related summaries, we used the ROUGE evaluation script with parameters as 

described in the previous section.  Average precision, recall, and F-Score numbers per-corpus 

were used to quantitatively evaluate the new summaries against both the human-created 

model summaries and the “peers” from the conference.  DUC also provided subjective scores 

from the human judges from factors such as readability and redundancy.  We were unable to 
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contact the same judges used at DUC 2006, but in Chapter 4 we provide some subjective 

analysis of the new summaries. 

3.2 Tag clouds 

In this section we provide an overview of the process and reasoning behind a new-generation 

tag cloud.  This novel system attempts to encode additional information in a tag cloud 

without increasing its size.  The results of a singular value decomposition benefit this 

technique, as we can combine the relatedness and interestingness with standard clustering 

techniques in the newly decomposed space. 

Standard tag cloud generation involves creating a concordance of terms from within the 

corpus.  A frequency count of each term is tabulated as well.  Little additional analysis is 

performed, although there is usually a series of benchmarks which a term needs to satisfy for 

inclusion (a minimum frequency count, not on a “banned” word list, etc.).  The terms are 

then placed in the tag cloud, most often in alphabetical order. 

If this tag cloud is found on the Internet, each term is usually hyperlinked to more specific 

information about that term, often in the form of examples (or in cases with large results, an 

advanced search system) where the term is used throughout the corpus. 

In the dissertation, tag clouds are used to provide context not readily available in reviewing 

only “best candidate sentences.”  From a quality perspective, automated summaries are still 

in a relative infancy [71].  Such summaries can tell you what a corpus is about, but lack 

relative context of ideas within the corpus.  Not only do the proposed tag clouds show the 

user the most interesting terms (apart from frequency), but the clustering of these terms 

provides a valuable perspective on the corpus that would otherwise be missed. 
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To match the automated summaries with their respective tag clouds in Chapter Four, we used 

the same three DUC conference data sets that were used for the automated summary 

generation. 

3.2.1 Parts of Speech and Named Entities 

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, Vats and Skillicorn argue that certain parts of speech are 

more valuable in determining concepts from a corpus [12].  This argument holds for tag 

clouds as well, and that certain parts of speech, namely nouns and verbs, should be included 

in the analysis.  We used the LingPipe parts-of-speech tagger and the Brown model. 

Documents were passed through the parts-of-speech tagger and terms that were neither nouns 

nor verbs were removed.  The remaining terms were used to create the term/document 

matrix, as described below. 

A particular subset of nouns, named entities, is of significant importance.  In news articles, 

people, places, and their relationships are the foundation upon which the article is written.  

Particularly when the user is seeing only snippets and single terms to contextually describe a 

whole, there is more intrinsic value in named entities than other terms. 

A named entity is defined as a proper noun (person, place, etc.) [50]. In corpora familiar to a 

user, named entities would quickly be recognized, and are an ideal place to begin 

investigating.  If the user is less familiar with the corpus, named entities provide a basis for 

determining connections between seemingly independent concepts within the corpus.  These 

entities can become familiar “anchors” for their role within the document, just as a character 

or location in a novel can become the basis for recalling the plot. 
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In our background research, we found no work that related the importance of named entities 

for use in tag clouds.  We believe that named entities play a valuable role in a user’s 

understanding the information in a tag cloud, and thus we give high importance to 

differentiating named entities and other terms in rendering the tag cloud. 

For this work, we continued to use the LingPipe application from the summarization system, 

as mentioned above.  LingPipe takes a given document and determines named entities via 

comparison to a statistically training model.  We used the included ne-en-news-

muc6.AbstractCharLmRescoringChunker file, which is trained using a large dataset of news 

articles. 

Before tag cloud creation, each document was analysed by the named-entity chunker to 

determine named entities.  This information was stored until after tag cloud creation, at 

which point named entities are distinguished within the tag cloud (see Section 3.2.4), thus 

providing additional information to the user in the same amount of space. 

3.2.2 Singular Value Decomposition 

We argue that tag cloud organization based on the results of a singular value decomposition 

provides two pieces of information not possible in a simple alphabetic sort.  Specifically, the 

tag cloud can be encoded to include both a term’s relative position (comparative similarity to 

other terms) and distance from the origin (interestingness) in the decomposed space. 

As mentioned in Section 2.1.8, a matrix decomposed via singular value decomposition 

clusters related data points closer together.  Thus, we performed a standard clustering 

technique on the decomposed data.  This algorithm resulted in centroids of more “related” 

terms: an ideal situation for tag cloud creation. 
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Unlike the decomposition for automated summary generation, where the objects were 

sentences, in tag-cloud creation the terms are the factors we wish to analyze.  We thus 

transposed the matrix into a document/term matrix.  This transformation caused the rows to 

be representations of terms that would remain within the decomposed space as well.   Each 

column refers to a document in which the term was found.  If the term m was not found in 

document n, the matrix entry at Am,n is zero.  Otherwise position Am,n contained the number of 

times the term is found within the document.  We used a frequency count rather than a 

Boolean value to weight more heavily terms that appear more frequently. 

As one would expect, the document/term matrix is usually very sparse.  We normalized this 

matrix before decomposition, in a manner similar to Section 2.1.8. 

A singular value decomposition was then performed upon the normalized matrix.  This 

process resulted in three matrices U, S, and V.  As discussed in Chapter 2, the S matrix 

revealed how much variation was stored within each dimension of the decomposed matrix.  

We truncated the matrices at a point where at least 80% of the variation remained. 

3.2.3 Clustering 

The data in the newly-decomposed space are transformed in such a way that like terms 

cluster together.  Performing standard clustering techniques on the decomposed data points 

results in a more organized tag cloud, where each cluster contains more-like terms.  

Furthermore, we know that the magnitude of the decomposed data point from the origin is an 

indication of the “interestingness” of the term.  Thus, we were able to encode an additional 

dimension of information for the user: that of the inherent interestingness of a term within a 

corpus, independent of term frequency. 
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In this paper, we performed k-means clustering on the left singular values.  Each vector in 

this U-matrix represented a unique row from the original A term/document matrix in the 

newly decomposed space.  The number of centroids k is chosen by the user based on how 

many clusters were desired in the resulting tag cloud; in this paper we set k to a relatively low 

value of six to ensure fewer clusters of more terms.  Within each cluster k, terms were sorted 

in decreasing order of distance from the origin (“interestingness”).  This allows the user to 

limit the number of terms, but retain the “most interesting” from each cluster. 

3.2.4 Term Highlights 

In this section we outline a legend to describe how we intend to encode the additional 

dimensions of information about each term.  More important factors should be represented by 

more dominant attributes.  An important principle is that the average user should not be 

expected to understand the intricacies of the encoding scheme.  Ideally, the information is 

presented in such a way that the user can intuitively understand differences in term attributes 

that represent different information. 

Colour 

We used a different colour to identify named entities within a tag cloud.  Colour is clearly 

one of the most discernible differences between terms.  As mentioned previously in Section 

3.2.1, a list of named entities was prepared before the singular value decomposition was 

performed.  Due to the relative importance of named entities within the corpus, all named 

entities that appear more than once are retained in the final tag cloud. 
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We coloured all terms within the tag cloud as variants of blue, but coloured named entities 

black.  Their uniqueness (in colour, capitalization, word selection, etc.) means users can 

quickly grasp that the black terms represent named entities. 

Weight 

Within the tag cloud, term frequency was represented by the relative weight of the term.  

Terms that appeared more frequently (i.e., “higher”) appear stronger (bolder), and terms that 

were relatively infrequent appear fainter. 

Standard tag clouds often represent the size of the term to indicate relative frequency.  This 

convention, however, is often followed because relative frequency is the only meta-

information retained and term size is the most obvious method of encoding.  We instead used 

term weight to indicate relative frequency, and reserved font size for the more valuable 

“interestingness” dimension as described below.  Font weight was a suitable encoding system 

to impress the “weight” of a term, and in a way representing a term’s relative “density.” 

Size 

We reserve one of the most noticeable properties, font size, to represent the “interestingness” 

of a term.  Defined as magnitude within the decomposed space of the SVD, a term was more 

“interesting” if it was further from the origin.  The output presents a direct correlation 

between the vector’s magnitude and the relative font size of the term. 

As noted above, relative font size was frequently the primary property used to differentiate 

terms in a standard tag cloud.  We believe that the most “interesting” terms are the ones that 

should be highlighted in the most obvious way to the user.  An “interesting” term is not 
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necessarily the most obvious nor most frequent, and thus a special importance is placed on 

emphasizing such terms to the user. 

3.2.5 Cloud Geometry 

To represent the other valuable SVD property, relative term position, we used the results of 

the k-means clustering (as described in Section 2.2.3, and originally published by Hassan-

Montero and Herrero-Solana [5]).  The k-means clustering then links each data point to a 

unique centroid.  Each centroid is a collection of like terms grouped by the inherent 

correlations within the corpus, as shown through the SVD decomposition. 
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Chapter 4 Results 

This chapter presents the results obtained by using the experimental procedure outlined in 

Chapter Three.  Analysis and discussion of these results can be found below. 

We begin with simpler examples of single-document summarization, before moving onto the 

more complex task of summarizing multiple documents within a corpus.  We also show 

examples of multiple document corpora where the addition of an off-topic document does not 

affect the outcome of the summary.  Tag cloud results are included for each of the DUC-

based multi-document examples, starting in Section 4.7. 

For any examples shown below using DUC corpora, we attempted to emulate the conference 

settings as closely as possible.  Summaries were truncated to no more than 250 words.  We 

acquired the ROUGE Perl script (see Section 2.1.7) and ran it using the same parameters 

used at the conference. 

For non-DUC documents highlighted below, we created our own model summaries to which 

to compare.  We hired a professional copywriter, Emily Amos, from Halifax, Nova Scotia 

[51].  After reading the corpus document, we tasked her with the following question: “if you 

had to summarize this document by choosing only one sentence that best described the 

document, which sentence would you choose?”  We then asked the same question using two 

and five sentences to create a model summary.  The copywriter then, in effect, created a 

“model” summary to which we could compare the automated summaries. 
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4.1 Single Document Summarization Examples 

The first document we summarized was a news article on the Iraq war. The article, “Condi’s 

Iraq Surprise,” was written by Mark Benjamin for the online news site Salon.com [52] on 

November 17, 2006.  It talks about the formation of the Iraq Study Group, and primarily how 

U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was a key driver in the formation of the bipartisan 

committee. 

4.1.1 Matrix Decomposition, Clustering and Outliers 

The 51 unique sentences in the sentence/term matrix result in 51 rows.  As expected, the 

following decomposition results graphing the first three dimensions produced Figure 5: a 

fairly straight line along the first dimension of U.  The line begins at the origin (point 15) and 

moves outward. 
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Figure 5: The first three dimensions of U from the first dataset from the salon.com article. 

The graph showed two clear outliers (points 2 and 24) and three off-line but still fairly close 

points at 4, 20, and 23.  These points referred to the following sentences: 

• #2: “The three men were working to help Rep. Frank Wolf.” 

• #24: “Former Democratic Rep. Lee Hamilton.” 

• #4: “The three men, to their surprise, were asked to attend a meeting on Nov. 29, 

2005, with Rice, who had been among the core defenders of the Bush administration’s war in 

Iraq.” 

• #20: “Abshire began working with Richard Solomon, president of the congressionally 

funded United States Institute of Peace, and John Hamre, president of the Center for Strategic 

and International Studies, to pull together a plan.” 
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• #23: “Wolf says that he wanted ‘people who were not connected to the administration 

nor connected to the Democratic campaign committee,’ people who could ‘honestly’ tackle 

the problem.” 

In the context of the corpus as a whole, the first two data points were poor candidates for 

“best sentence” consideration and thus they were “far” from the line.  The remaining three 

sentences, although slightly off the line, were within two standard deviations.  Thus, the 

outlier analysis did not remove them and they were considered for potential best sentences. It 

becomes clear that the range by which an outlier should be removed is not trivially small, but 

rather a relative function of the data. 

4.1.2 Result Summaries 

We present the results for both alternatives in line separation: linear and negative exponential 

as described in Section 3.1.3.  For the U matrix with 51 rows, the number of data points per 

interval decreased rapidly. 

When summarizing a single document, sentence ordering is not a pressing concern.  The 

order of sentences within the original document would provide a suitable ordering within the 

summary as well [53].  The grouping of best candidate sentences with granularity of five 

follows.  

Linear segmentation: Best five candidate sentences 

• ‘It was remarkable that Condi Rice took the lead,’ said David Abshire, president of the 

Center for the Study of the Presidency in Washington, and one of four people in the 

November meeting, including Rice. 
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• Abshire bristled a bit when asked about speculation in the press that somehow Baker had 

set up the group as some sort of favor to help out the president’s father. 

• It set in motion the unlikely scenario now playing out in Washington in which an 

independent panel is about to counsel a White House not typically known as receptive to 

outside advice on the war. 

• Abshire began working with Richard Solomon, president of the congressionally funded 

United States Institute of Peace, and John Hamre, president of the Center for Strategic 

and International Studies, to pull together a plan. 

• But Wolf’s most recent trip left him with the view that security in the country might 

actually be deteriorating, despite the rosy message from the Oval Office. 

Negative exponential segmentation: Best five candidate sentences 

• The three men, to their surprise, were asked to attend a meeting on Nov. 29, 2005, with 

Rice, who had been among the core defenders of the Bush administration’s war in Iraq.  

• Abshire bristled a bit when asked about speculation in the press that somehow Baker had 

set up the group as some sort of favor to help out the president’s father.  

• Abshire began working with Richard Solomon, president of the congressionally funded 

United States Institute of Peace, and John Hamre, president of the Center for Strategic 

and International Studies, to pull together a plan. 

• Rice’s uneasiness with the Cheney-Rumsfeld faction on Iraq was beginning to emerge 

publicly by then, but there has been little if any public evidence that she has acted 

aggressively on her concerns.   
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• But Wolf’s most recent trip left him with the view that security in the country might 

actually be deteriorating, despite the rosy message from the Oval Office. 

4.1.3 Model Summary 

As discussed, we hired a professional copywriter to choose what she felt were the “best 

candidate sentences” to describe the news articles.  Based on her decisions for the top 1, 2, 

and 5 sentences, we created the model summary below. 

Model summary: Best five candidate sentences 

• In late 2005, three Washington insiders with foreign policy expertise were summoned to 

a meeting with Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice -- a little-known event that may end 

up changing the course of the war in Iraq. 

• The three men were working to help Rep. Frank Wolf, who wanted to create an 

independent panel to overhaul the Bush administration’s strategy in Iraq, after a recent 

trip there left the Virginia Republican worried that the war was headed from bad to 

worse. 

• At Rice’s urging, Bush embraced what would become the Iraq Study Group, co-chaired 

by former Secretary of State James Baker. 

• But it remains unclear whether the panel will focus on logistical issues like troop levels, 

or focus on a broader overhaul of U.S. foreign policy in the region, with an emphasis on 

diplomatic engagement. 

• One thing is clear, though: Washington and the rest of the nation await findings they 

hope will help bring an end to the downward spiral of the now nearly four-year adventure 

in Iraq. 
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4.1.4 Evaluation 

Face validation evaluation shows that both summaries provided a comprehensive view of the 

summary article.  Although the model summary is more coherent in style, the automated 

summary emphasizes the names of people, and is arguably better than the human-created 

summary.  This fact can be attributed to the lack of post-analysis work to improve readability 

of the automated sentences. 

This article focuses on Dr. Rice’s insistence on the creation of the Iraq Study Group, and 

more importantly the other people who were honoured to serve and surprised at her 

determination.  As such, face evaluation and comparison shows the “granularity one” 

sentence chosen by the automated systems (which both talk of the men asked to serve in the 

Group) are excellent “best candidate” sentences for the summary.  The first sentence in the 

document – as chosen by the professional copywriter – also summarizes the document 

effectively. 

4.2 DUC 2006 Comparative Examples: Cluster 1 

We next compared the summarization results of corpus 03C from the DUC 2006 datasets. 

This corpus contains 25 documents about wetland marshes. The documents focus on a group 

of topics, such as their value in cleaning polluted water, various governments’ attempts to 

save wetlands, experiments in cities building new wetlands in place of water treatment 

plants, etc. As discussed previously, we applied ROUGE metrics from the conference to 

compare the proposed summarization system to the manually created “model” summaries 

used at the conference. 
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4.2.1 Sentence/Term Matrix 

Matrix size, and thus computational time, is far greater in a DUC corpus of 25 documents 

than it would be for a single document or small set.  The matrix had 442 rows.  As mentioned 

previously, within a singular value decomposition the order of the rows does not affect the 

results of the decomposition;  thus the order in which the sentences are included in the final 

matrix does not matter. 

4.2.2 Clustering and Outlier Removal 

 

Figure 6: Resulting U matrix for DUC 03C. 

The results of the singular value decomposition showed that the data remained in a relatively 

straight line with four points that could be considered outliers (see Figure 6).  The figure 

highlighted a dimension that refers to animals, in particular the points further from the origin 

on the U2 dimension relate to beavers: 

• #167: Beavers cross one trail 

• #204: Lessons like, watch out for the beavers 
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• #207: ‘When we started, we never anticipated beavers,’ Wass said 

• #181: ‘Do you want to put up another building, or do you want a place you can take 

your family to watch birds and watch lizards? 

4.2.3 Result Summaries 

The linear segmentation top 5 candidate sentences are found below.  We have included any 

summary types not found in Chapter 4 in Appendix C. 

Linear segmentation: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 03C 

• ‘Frankly, I think this is special-interest money and special-interest regulatory privilege,’ 

Bill Neil, director of the conservation for the New Jersey Audubon Society, told The 

Star-Ledger of Newark for Saturday’s editions.  

• But when his comments were circulated in upstate communities last month, local officials 

called them a ‘sneak attack’ on the rights of residents around the reservoirs to develop 

their property.  

• ‘The Corps is withdrawing its presence in enforcement,’ said Magi Shapiro of Public 

Employees for Environmental Responsibility, who quit the Corps’ Richmond office in 

1996 rather than approve developments she felt should have been turned down. 

• Jack Landy, an environmental engineer with the Environmental Protection Agency in San 

Francisco, said the EPA supports Tres Rios and is impressed with the planning going into 

the project. 
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• The symposium, which is held in Beidaihe, a sea-side resort in north China’s Hebei 

Province, is jointly sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of Forestry, the Japan’s 

Environmental Agency and the Asia-Pacific Branch of the Wetlands International. 

• CHANGSHA, December 11 (Xinhua) -- Finland has agreed to help central China’s 

Hunan Province improve biodiversity protection, environmental education, subtropical 

forestry and wetlands protection, according to provincial officials. 

• The four-day International Workshop on Wetland, sponsored by China’s Ministry of 

Forestry, Japan’s Environment Agency and Wetlands International will also arrange 

investigation of wetlands and water birds in Beidaihe. 

• Under the Clean Water Act, the corps has jurisdiction over any project that involves the 

discharge of fill or dredged material into waterways, which include rivers, streams, ponds 

and wetlands. 

4.2.4 Model Summary 

Summaries were limited to 250 words.  Any words after 250 were immediately truncated.  

For space considerations, we provide here one example of the four model summaries for this 

corpus: 

Model summary: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 03C 

• The Wetlands are a natural ecological system sometimes called “Earth’s kidney.”  

• Once thought to be useless mud, they are now known as important as filters for water 

prior to entering rivers and lakes.  
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• They serve as a habitat for numerous varieties of flora and fauna, many of which are 

quite rare.  

• Wetlands are important for flood prevention and impact climate, water preservation, soil 

erosion, and pollution.  

• Population increase and industrialization reduce the amounts of wetland acreage.  

• Even in underdeveloped countries the increase of such activities as grazing, brick-

making, rice-planting, hunting, and tree-cutting have negative impacts on wetlands.  

• The launch of Wetlands International, an international conservation body, in 1996, 

represents a partnership between government and non-government interests with the goal 

of wetlands conservation.  

• Efforts around the world include abuse hot lines and swamp-draining prohibitions by 

Uganda.  

• China has established wetland reserves and is developing a monitoring network and 

scientific study of wetlands, as well as programs at local government levels for educating 

the public about natural resources.  

• The Netherlands and Finland are funding programs in Uganda and China respectively.  

• The World Bank is approving loans to Vietnam for wetlands protection and development 

projects.  

• In the U.S. the Corps of Engineers is issuing new regulations to make it harder to build 

roads or homes near wetlands.  

• Several states have projects for creating manmade wetlands.  
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• Frustrations include unspecific language in the Clean Water Act, restrictions that stifle 

development, concerns over property rights, budget cuts, increasing workload on Corps 

of Engineers, and fuzzy math. 

4.2.5 Evaluation 

According to the ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores, the linear segmentation method 

performed better than the negative exponential system for precision, but worse on recall.  In 

terms of F-Score (the overall aggregation of both precision and recall), the linear method 

scored 0.5 as compared to the corpora average (including models) of 0.7 and a peer average 

of 0.7. 

The negative exponential method performed significantly worse when considering precision, 

but attained an average of 0.7 for recall.  This could be explained by the fact that “more 

interesting” sentences are longer sentences: the negative exponential sentences were on 

average longer than the linear summary sentences in the examples above (35.7 and 31.2 

words per sentence, respectively). 

ROUGE-SU4 scores were closer to average than ROUGE-2 scores, as indicated by Table 2: 

ROUGE-2 Linear Neg.Exp Peer Average All Average 

Precision 0.050 0.020 0.070 0.070 

Recall 0.050 0.070 0.060 0.063 

F-Score 0.050 0.030 0.070 0.070 

Table 2: ROUGE-2 scores for DUC corpus 03C 
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ROUGE-SU4 Linear Neg.Exp Peer Average All Average 

Precision 0.110 0.030 0.130 0.140 

Recall 0.130 0.110 0.140 0.140 

F-Score 0.110 0.050 0.130 0.140 

Table 3: ROUGE-SU4 scores for DUC corpus 03C 

The linear system scored higher than the negative exponential system, with the negative 

exponential system faring poorly in terms of precision.  Both systems performed near-

average compared to the summarizers from the DUC conference, and performed significantly 

better on recall than precision.  Moreover, the linear system scored higher than the negative 

exponential system.  We expect this result as linear segmentation is designed to choose 

sentences from a wider breadth of the corpus, whereas negative exponential segmentation 

significantly favours sentences of greater magnitude (recall that F-Score can be manipulated 

to favour either of the two metrics based on the value of β). 

For completeness, we include an example summary from the DUC systems.  Although the 

summary is complete and readable, the inherent summary is still average compared to a 

human-created summary.  

Example peer summary: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 03C 

• They argue that more wetlands are being created through their efforts to form new ones 

than are lost to the bulldozers. 

• Wetlands in the Pinelands and throughout the state are supposed to be off limits to 

development because of their value as a wildlife habitat and a water cleansing system. 
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• “It does not mean people will not be able to develop, but it does mean that folks will have 

to come in, get an individual permit, give the corps the opportunity to coordinate with the 

city, the state, federal agencies and the general public on whether there is a reason not to 

authorize that project,” Seebode said. 

• “We are interested in using our regulatory responsibility and authority to minimize the 

impact on wetlands in the watershed because they are so important in filtering out 

pollutants and purifying water and trapping sediments.” 

• Since last summer, the corps has been updating its nationwide system for issuing permits 

to fill wetlands, seeking to identify areas where wetlands are particularly vulnerable or 

important and need protection. 

• Senior Corps officials acknowledge that inspections and enforcement actions have 

dropped, but they say that partly reflects a society becoming sensitive to the need to 

protect wetlands, so there are fewer attempts to damage them. 

• The officials said that in the last two years, some 20,000 acres of wetlands and an 

additional 150 miles of streams had been destroyed because of what they portrayed as a 

loophole opened by a court decision three years ago. 

• “There are lots.” 

4.3 DUC 2006 Comparative Examples: Cluster 2 

The second corpus we summarized was corpus 29B from the DUC 2006 conference,.  This 

set of 25 documents discussed computer viruses.  These news articles contain frequent 

quotations, and many named entities not necessarily unique to the computing world, such as 

recent major computer viruses named “Melissa” and “Chernobyl.” 
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4.3.1 Clustering and Outlier Removal 

 

Figure 7: U matrix from DUC 29B. 

Figure 7 shows the important three dimensions from the U matrix.  The most apparent 

observation was that a line of 584 data points is less straight than the previous example.  

Nevertheless, a clear line along the U1, or most important, dimension was apparent.  Because 

the standard deviation was 0.041, the line was less “straight,” and more sentences were 

removed than the previous example. Along the (visually) right-hand side, closer to the origin 

along the U1 axis, there were two outlying clusters away from the axis, one focusing on the 

email client Eudora, and the latter about the Melissa virus.  As expected from the figure 

above, the standard deviation was higher (0.041) and more sentences were removed than the 

previous DUC example. 

Examples from the first cluster of outliers:  

• #273: In the meantime, I’m going to see about updating Eudora  
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• #250: It got to where I went to that directory immediately after closing Eudora and 

looked for ol’ Happy 

Examples from the second cluster of outliers: 

• #52: The VX Underground said it was highly unlikely those two posts out of thousands 

could have led to Melissa’s vicious cascade 

• #366: Smith thought he’d figured out the identity of an electronic criminal _ the 

malevolent hacker who’d created the notorious Melissa computer virus 

• #371: Smith of Aberdeen, N.J., and alleging that he distributed the Melissa virus  

4.3.2 Result Summaries 

This section provides the result summary based on the negative exponential segmentation 

system.  The results of the linear system can be found in Appendix C. 

Negative exponential segmentation: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 29B 

• BEIJING, December 7 (Xinhua) -- China’s leading anti-virus company, the Rising 

Computer Technology, warned computer users that a killer virus dubbed ‘THUS’ may 

attack computer hard drives on December 13. 

• ‘Turkey was caught unprepared,’ said Mustafa Ucoklar, an electronics engineer in 

Turkey, where the virus infected computers at banks, an airport and state-run radio and 

TV stations, according to Turkey’s Radikal newspaper. 

• The viruses, believed to originate in Taiwan, attempt to erase a computer’s hard-drive 

and write gibberish to the computer’s system settings, called its Bios, preventing the 

machine from being restarted. 
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• ‘Users should exercise caution when reading their e-mail for the next few days and bring 

unusual messages to the attention of their system administrator,’ said Michael A.  

• The ‘NewLove Bug’, a modified type of ‘Love Bug’, is using the same mechanism to 

spread itself by sending e-mails to persons in Microsoft Outlook and Outlook Express 

software’s address book. 

• They refer to themselves as ‘Black Hats,’ interested in doing damage, and ‘White Hats,’ 

often crack programmers looking for possible security hazards. 

• The damage is amplified if any of the addresses are to mailing lists, like ‘A-team,’ ‘book 

club’ or another list early in the alphabet.  

• However, the authorities had to dig up a legal basis for the arrest of the suspects and 

finally came up with the 1988 Access Device Act, which aims to protect consumers from 

scams involving the use of credit cards or personal identification numbers. 

• As physicians are wont to tell us when we drag ourselves to the infirmary suffering from 

something they can’t diagnose, there’s a nasty bug going around. 

4.3.3 Model Summaries 

For comparison, we present one of the four model summaries provided for DUC corpus 29B. 

Model summary: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 29B 

• Computer viruses have turned up in just about every part of the world. Viruses and 

“worms” come with names like Happy 99, Melissa, Chernobyl, Killer C, White Lion, and 

Love Bug.  
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• Damage to commercial systems and thousands of personal computers from viruses has 

been extensive and has run into billions of dollars.  

• A virus will generally erase a computer’s hard drive and prevent the machine from being 

restarted.  

• A worm does no direct damage to the computer but insinuates itself among programs and 

attaches itself to every message sent.  

• Worms and viruses are mostly spread by emails and attachments thereto.  

• The emails that carry the infecting viruses and worms are in a Microsoft Word document 

and the systems that are affected by the viruses and worms are Word 95, 97, 98, 2000, 

Windows NT, Outlook, and Outlook Express.  

• An otherwise useful feature of Microsoft Word is that it enables macro programs, scripts 

that trigger actions by a host computer.  

• This feature has been exploited by hackers to introduce Worms. David Smith of 

Aberdeen, NJ, was arrested for originating the Melissa worm.  

• The Chernobyl virus is known in Taiwan as the CIH virus for the initials of its creator 

Chen Ing-hau.  

• The Love Bug worm was attributed to a Philippine couple, Rommel Lamores and Irene 

de Guzman.  

• A later, more deadly version of the Love Bug may have originated in Israel.  

• The Explore worm had also originated in Israel. 
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4.3.4 Evaluation 

Both the linear and negative exponential systems performed better than average on all 

ROUGE-based metrics from this corpus, save the negative exponential precision scores 

which were slightly below average.  The results are summarized in Table 4 and Table 5: 

ROUGE-2 Linear Neg.Exp Peer Average All Average 

Precision 0.081 0.060 0.062 0.065 

Recall 0.080 0.065 0.060 0.063 

F-Score 0.080 0.063 0.061 0.064 

Table 4: ROUGE-SU4 scores for DUC corpus 29B 

ROUGE-SU4 Linear Neg.Exp Peer Average All Average 

Precision 0.130 0.118 0.125 0.127 

Recall 0.128 0.128 0.120 0.123 

F-Score 0.129 0.123 0.125 0.122 

Table 5: ROUGE-SU4 scores for DUC corpus 29B 

Scores were also higher than in the previous corpus example, and higher than average for the 

DUC competitor.  Again, a linear segmentation performed better than its negative 

exponential counterpart, and notably above average compared with DUC participants.  The 

importance of named entities played a role in the higher scores seen from the automated 

summaries. 
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4.4 DUC 2006 Comparative Examples: Cluster 3 

For the third example from the DUC 2006 conference, we summarized corpus 26H that 

contained 25 documents describing terrorist attacks on an American embassy in Kenya.  It 

presents an interesting case of culturally diverse names and locations in a politically-charged 

time immediately following a terrorist bombing. 

4.4.1 Clustering and Outlier Removal 

 

Figure 8: Resulting U matrix from DUC corpus 26H. 

Although the data points create a significant line in the U1 dimension, outliers were still 

removed from consideration, as shown in Figure 8. 

• #74: Adadi said one of the suspects arrested is Tanzanian and the other a foreigner  

• #93: Adadi said one of the suspects arrested is Tanzanian and the other is a foreigner  

• #116: They refused to provide details  

• #47: Kenyan police also refused comment  
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• #58: Local newspapers refer to him as the prime suspect in the bombing, but the FBI has 

refused all comment. 

4.4.2 Result Summaries 

The negative exponential summary created by the automated system can be found below.  

The linear summary results can be found in Appendix C. 

Negative exponential summary: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 26H 

• WASHINGTON, August 27 (Xinhua) -- Two suspects involved in the bombing of U.S. 

embassy in Nairobi, Kenya, have been brought to New York for trial, U.S. officials said 

on Thursday. 

• EDT (1700GMT) at FBI headquarters in Washington ‘to announce developments in the 

investigation of the bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania,’ the FBI 

said in a statement.  

• WASHINGTON, August 13 (Xinhua) -- President Bill Clinton Thursday condemned 

terrorist bomb attacks at U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania and vowed to find the 

bombers and bring them to justice. 

• The ceremony was held at Andrews Air Force Base, near Washington, where 10 of 12 

American victims of the Kenya embassy bombing were brought back by Secretary of 

State Madeleine Albright.  

• Fazil, Al-’Owhali and Mohamed Saddiq Odeh, the other suspect charged in the Kenyan 

bombing, are believed to be members of the al-Qaeda organization founded by Saudi 

exile Osama bin Laden. 
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• Omar Mahita, head of the Tanzanian police, told the Swahili-language daily Mtanzania 

that local detectives and FBI agents have completed preliminary investigations and have 

asked the Director of Public Prosecution to initiate criminal proceedings against the two. 

• Muhamed Hassan Qassim, a Somali-born Australian citizen, has been freed by Tanzanian 

authorities, said a Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade spokesman, speaking on 

condition of anonymity. 

• Attorney’s office in Manhattan, Fazil, a native of the Comoros Islands off East Africa, 

rented the house from May to August and was later joined by co-conspirator Mohamed 

Rashed Daoud Al-’Owhali. 

4.4.3 Model Summary 

For comparison, we present one of the four model summaries provided for DUC corpus 26H. 

Model summary: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 26H 

• On August 7, 1998, truck bombs simultaneously attacked the U.S. embassies in Kenya 

and Tanzania, in joint operations by Egyptian Islamic Jihad and Al-Qaeda: Mustafa 

Mohamed Fadhil lead in Tanzania and Mohamed Sadeek Odeh lead in Kenya. 

• In Kenya as two trucks approached the embassy, Khalid Mohammad Salim, now in U.S. 

custody, jumped from the lead white pick-up, driven by Haroun Fazil, and tossed a 

grenade at the guards before the bomb exploded. 

• In Tanzania, at least 6 men used two vehicles.  

• The bomb was mounted on a 1987 Nissan Atlas refrigerator truck, and detonated by 

“Ahmad the German”.  
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• As the Suzuki Samurai fled, a rider photographed the embassy ruins.  

• In Tanzania, in June 1998, Fadhil rented a villa in Dar es Salaam.  

• The truck was modified to carry the bomb’s locally acquired batteries and 

oxygen/acetylene tanks.  

• Some Middle East bomb components came by sea via Comoros Islands.  

• In Kenya, from May to August suspect Haroun Fazil and Al-Qaeda associate Mohammed 

Rashed Daoud Al-’Owhali, rented a house outside Nairobi.  

• Khalid Mohammad Salim and two other suspects conducted surveillance as phony 

fishmongers.  

• Some bomb components came by road from Tanzania.  

• Some bombers came through Somalia and Rwanda. 

• On August 5, a Tanzania suspect called a Kenya suspect.  

• On August 6, Odeh in Kenya and a Tanzania suspect fled to Pakistan.  

• Others charged are Rashid Saleh Hemed; Mustafa Mahmoud Said Ahmed; Khalfan 

Khamis Mohamed; Ahmed Khalfan Ghailani; Fahid Mohammed Ally Msalam; Sheikh 

Ahmed Salim Swedan; Mamdouh Mahmud Salim; Mohammad Sadik Howaida. 
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4.4.4 Evaluation 

A table of the ROUGE results for both ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 follows: 

ROUGE-2 Linear Neg.Exp Peer Average All Average 

Precision 0.102 0.090 0.103 0.105 

Recall 0.105 0.098 0.102 0.107 

F-Score 0.103 0.094 0.102 0.107 

Table 6: ROUGE-2 scores for DUC corpus 26H 

ROUGE-SU4 Linear Neg.Exp Peer Average All Average 

Precision 0.162 0.134 0.158 0.162 

Recall 0.168 0.147 0.158 0.161 

F-Score 0.165 0.140 0.161 0.158 

Table 7: ROUGE-SU4 scores for DUC corpus 26H 

As seen previously, the use of named entities played a key role in sentence selection for both 

the new summarizers and the DUC model summaries.  Again the linear segmentation method 

performed better than the negative exponential system, this time performing demonstrably 

above average. 

4.5 Linear vs. Negative Exponential Segmentation 

Surprisingly, the linear segmentation system provided better results than the negative 

exponential system.  The added weighting for longer sentences plays a more prominent role 

in the negative exponential segmentation.  Longer sentences contain more variety and are 
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usually more “interesting,” and we would expect summaries with more sentences of higher 

interestingness to provide a better summary. 

In addition, we found that some summaries were more specific in nature, compared to a more 

general view from the model summaries. This result does not necessarily imply that more 

specific summaries were worse in quality, but rather give a different perspective on the 

corpus. 

4.6 Sentence Ordering 

In general, the system of following the sentence order provided by the singular value 

decomposition provided an effective sentence ordering.  In certain cases, there was ambiguity 

derived from anaphora, and if the first sentence of a news article was chosen midway through 

the summary, the dateline (“WASHINGTON (AP)…,” for example), caused some 

awkwardness.  This problem, however, could be resolved by increased pre-parsing of the 

documents, and would only be a problem for summaries of news and similar stories. 

Automatic quantitative measures for the effectiveness of sentence ordering have not yet been 

determined.  Many evaluative systems require human-based subjective ranking upon which 

to base metrics.  Barzilay and Elhadad [53] and DUC are two such examples.  Nevertheless, 

the summaries ordered based on the segmentation of the singular value decomposition 

presented above provide an effective selection of sentence order. 

For a first attempt, we note that the simple algorithm system achieved at least similar results 

when compared to finely-tuned DUC participants.  This does not indicate the simplicity in 

automated summarization, but rather highlights the incredible difficulty in creating 

automated summaries and their continued infancy compared to human-created summaries.  
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In this dissertation we argue that, alone, an automated summary lacks relationships in 

providing context to the user.  In combining an automated summary with a tag cloud, the user 

is able to get both a high-level understanding of the corpus as well as a conceptual 

understanding of the associations between ideas.  The following three sections present the tag 

clouds from the proposed system of Section 3.2 using the same DUC corpora as above. 
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4.7 Tag cloud Result: DUC Example 1 

In this section we present the results of a tag cloud creation of the first DUC example from 

Section 4.2.  We intend to show that the inclusion of a tag cloud with the “best candidate 

sentence” for summary provides a more complete understanding of the underlying 

documents.  A scree plot displaying the variation in dimensionality (Figure 9) shows 

similarity between the three DUC corpora. 
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Figure 9: A scree plot of the values of the S matrices for the three DUC corpora of this 

chapter. 

4.7.1 Term/Document Matrix Decomposition 

For the first tag cloud example, we used the 03C corpus described above, and transformed it 

into a term/document matrix.  That is, the objects (rows) of the matrix were terms as opposed 

to the sentences.  
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Figure 10: Named entity frequency within DUC corpus 03C. 

Before decomposition, the corpus was run through the LingPipe named entities chunker to 

extract all potential named entities.  In total 634 named entities were found within the corpus 

(see Figure 10 for a histogram showing the breakdown of named entities from within the 

corpus). 

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, both nouns and verbs were parsed for the tag cloud, both the 

proposed new model as well as the “control” basic frequency count.  This DUC corpus had 

1,841 unique terms, and 703 terms that appeared more than once.  To reduce the impact of 

outliers, we included only terms that appear more than once in the final analysis.  Similar 

terms (e.g. “regulating,” “regulations,” and “regulators”) were not grouped in any manner in 

these results. 
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4.7.2 Result Graph 

In the tag cloud graphs that follow, we use the highlighting scheme described in Section 

3.2.4.  The same number of terms were used, the base font equal, and the spacing between 

clusters is exaggerated for clarity within this dissertation. 

Tag cloud – Frequency Method: 

 

Figure 11: Standard tag cloud for DUC corpus 03C. 
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Tag cloud – Proposed Method: 

 

Figure 12: New tag cloud for DUC corpus 03C. 

4.7.3 Analysis 

Each of the six sections represents one of the six unique clusters.  From each cluster, the 20 

terms with greatest magnitude in the newly-decomposed space were included.  Although the 

number of clusters chosen was arbitrary, significant patterns appear within each cluster.  For 

example, the first cluster appears to concern the Colorado River, and residents and workers 

monitoring a cleanup.  Named entities (the black-coloured terms) indicate the names 

“Lesicka,” “McNaughton,” and “Mexicali” as important.  Interestingly, “Colorado” was not 

flagged as named entity.  The parts-of-speech tagger separates terms into single words, 

whereas the named entity parser was able to recognize multiple-word entities.  Therefore a 

term like “Colorado” was not matched exactly to the list of named entities because the 

specific term was “Colorado River.”  We elaborate more on this issue in Section 5.3 below.   
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Terms within the tag cloud with greatest interestingness are indicated through font size.  

Cluster four contains more terms of higher magnitude than any other cluster.  This could be 

due to the Chinese cities and names within this cluster (“Hunan,” “Xu,” “Zhen,” etc.).  Also 

of note is the term “Finland” which, although clearly not Chinese, is probably included 

because of sentences such as “Finland has agreed to help central China’s Hunan Province 

improve biodiversity protection.” 

At first glance the new tag cloud contains much more information than the simple frequency 

count: named entities (font colour), high-frequency terms (font width), and term 

interestingness (font size) are all easily discernable.  More importantly, however, is whether 

or not the new tag cloud can more effectively relay information on underlying concepts from 

the corpus.  For example, who are “Lesicka” and “McNaughton,” and what are they doing 

with Colorado and the city of Mexicali? 

In fact, these terms are highly connected and central to the corpus.  A major focus of the 

article is the pollution from the border city of Mexicali.  Eugenia McNaughton works at the 

Environmental Protection Agency and Leon Lesicka chairs the local task force cleaning up 

the Colorado River. 

The proposed tag cloud successfully clustered these terms together.  Moreover, these terms 

appeared in a unique cluster and were not duplicated in other clusters.  None of this 

information is apparent from the standard frequency tag cloud.  Many of these terms are not 

even found in the standard tag cloud, although the terms play a key role in many of the news 

articles. 

In a second example, we notice a cluster with key terms such as “administration,” “erosion,” 

and the acronyms “DEP” and “GOP.”  Again terms not even found in the standard tag cloud 
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are determined to be important.  In this case DEP is a cranberry corporation, and was fined 

for converting wetlands into cranberry fields.  A major GOP (the Republican Party in 

America) contributor attempted to obtain after-the-fact approval for the project rather than 

face multi-million dollar fines.  

Again, there was an important concept of attempted government intervention to avert large 

legal penalties.  The new tag cloud system clusters the terms together and provides a starting 

point for further investigation by the user. 

Zipf realized that the frequency of term use in language obeys a power law [74].  That is, the 

most common terms are prevalent at a rate exponentially greater than less common words.  

An analysis of term frequency, as shown in Figure 13, indicated that this corpus was no 

exception. 
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Figure 13: Term frequencies in the DUC 03C corpus. 

The implications for the tag cloud are clear: there are far more “less common” terms than 

“more prevalent.”  We see only 1% of terms in the tag cloud classified as “high.”  In fact, 
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there is only one “high” term with a threshold set to include the top 60% of cumulative 

frequency. 

Therefore, as the image of the tag cloud clearly shows, there is little added value in the 

encoding of term frequency in this example.  The tag cloud based upon the singular value 

decomposition, however, is able to provide significant more information to the user. 

4.8 Tag cloud Result: DUC Example 2 

For the second DUC example, we used the same corpus from Section 4.3 above.  In this 

example, a 1,779 row by 25 column term/document matrix was created and normalized. 

634 named entities were found within the corpus, and a quick comparison showed a similar 

distribution to other corpora analyzed.  706 terms appeared more than once, and were thus 

considered in the decomposition. 

4.8.1 Result Graph 

Tag cloud – Alphabetical Method 

 

Figure 14: Standard tag cloud for DUC corpus 29B. 
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Tag cloud – Proposed Method 

 

Figure 15: New tag cloud for DUC corpus 29B. 

4.8.2 Analysis 

This DUC Corpus was chosen for its interesting domain with a large variety of computer and 

technological terms.  Such words, especially uniquely-named viruses should be (and were) 

tagged as named entities.  The new tag cloud showed connections between certain named 

entities that were in no way apparent in a simple frequency count tag cloud.   

Specifically, the user may be curious as to the link between the Boeing and Compaq 

corporations in cluster one, where no obvious link existed.  What do Boeing and Compaq 

have in common?  They were both severely damaged by various Microsoft Word computer 

worms, as noted in the corpus documents.  In another example, the Happy99 virus was 

transmitted via people’s mailboxes and installed by distracting the user with graphics of 

fireworks. 
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Another example appeared in cluster four, where the two most frequent terms – “computer” 

and “virus” – would be expected to cluster together.  However, a user may be confused by 

the term “Word” that appears.  Computer experts know that “Microsoft Word” is a common 

program used to spread a virus, but the fact that the term was flagged as a named entity 

would highlight to the (non-expert) user that such a term was more than simply the term 

“Word.”  The tagging of “Word” as a named entity aids in showing the user the significance 

of an otherwise overlooked concept in the corpus. 

The examples above show cases where the new tag cloud was able to cluster interesting 

terms based on the underlying corpus.  The focus on named entities and term interestingness 

provides insight into worthy starting points for exploring the corpus. 

4.9 Tag cloud Result: DUC Example 3 

DUC corpus 26H is based on the Kenya and the American Embassy bombings of 1998. 

4.9.1 Term/document Matrix Decomposition 

1,180 unique nouns and verbs were parsed from the 25 corpora documents.  Of those, 500 

appeared more than once, and were thus included in the singular value decomposition.  This 

corpus contained 729 named entities, again with a fairly high rate of duplicate terms (at 

71%). 
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4.9.2 Result Graph 

Tag cloud – Alphabetical Method 

 

Figure 16: Frequency tag cloud for DUC corpus 26H. 

Tag cloud – Proposed Method 

 

Figure 17: New tag cloud for DUC corpus 26H. 
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4.9.3 Analysis 

Most interesting about the new tag cloud was how a few high-frequency terms, such as 

“government” and “released” (from cluster six) were of low magnitude, and thus considered 

uninteresting.  Upon consideration, this analysis makes sense, as the entire corpus dealt with 

the embassy bombings and thus such terms were probably correlated with many other terms.  

In fact, the “best candidate sentence” for this corpus (as determined in Section 3.1.4) was “… 

Two suspects involved in the bombing of U.S. embassy in Nairobi, Kenya, have been 

brought to New York for trial, U.S. officials said on Thursday.”  More interesting start points 

for further investigation include the name “[George] Tenet” and a “grenade” in “Kenya.”  Or, 

what questions were placed to a Minister in cluster six? 

To answer those questions, the corpus discusses comments by CIA Director Tenet 

concerning the embassy bombings in Kenya.  The grenade is an interesting and relevant term 

because it was used by Khalid Mohammed as a distraction before the bombs were fired.  

Cluster six refers to comments by Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer, pertaining 

to questions about a detained Australian in Tanzania. 

We again see how the clustering of like terms in the new tag cloud leads to more interesting 

and valuable starting points than a standard tag cloud.  The latter’s highlighted words lead 

one to know of an embassy bombing in either Kenya or Tanzania, but not much else.  By 

clustering the terms and highlighting based on term interestingness, the user is given more 

valuable information and a stronger base upon which to explore the corpus. 

As with the other two tag clouds, it would appear that the clusters were given an equal 

number of terms.  This result is coincidental.  The algorithm chose x terms with the greatest 
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magnitude and performed k-means clustering.  This clustering algorithm in no way implies 

clusters of equal size. 

4.10 Discussion 

The results in Chapter Four show two key points.  First, automated document summarization 

is a difficult task, and that an attempt with untuned parameters can achieve an average score 

when compared to world-class summarization systems.  Although not measured as 

statistically significant, scores that were equal-or-greater than carefully tuned systems clearly 

shows both the inherent challenge and relative infancy of automated summarization.  A 

singular value decomposition can organize the corpus in a way that lends itself towards 

determining underlying concepts; the key in automated summarization. 

Secondly, a singular value decomposition can also organize the sentences of a corpus into 

clear patterns that are useful in grouping together like terms.  We show that a tag cloud 

created based on these groupings can contain much more relevant information than the 

simple count of standard tag clouds.  The flagging of named entities also provides the user 

with important starting points for further investigation of the tag cloud.  In all, the 

decomposition and clustering together give the user a better overall understanding of the 

concepts in the corpus. 

Understanding a corpus can be greatly increased by combining both an automatically-

generated summary with our proposed tag cloud.  Together, the user sees key sentences to 

explain the corpus (via the automated summary) as well as interesting terms clustered 

together (in the tag cloud). 
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Named entities were a key component in determining candidate sentences.  We chose a 

model where named entities contained higher weights, as we believed that sentences with 

more named entities prove valuable.  For example, take the following candidate sentences 

from DUC corpus 26H. 

• The ceremony was held at Andrews Air Force Base, near Washington, where 10 of 12 

American victims of the Kenya embassy bombing were brought back by Secretary of 

State Madeleine Albright.  

• Fazil, Al-’Owhali and Mohamed Saddiq Odeh, the other suspect charged in the Kenyan 

bombing, are believed to be members of the al-Qaeda organization founded by Saudi 

exile Osama bin Laden. 

Both sentences provide key information in terms of both people and places from the news 

articles, and neither sentence was selected by the model summaries examined.  By giving 

named entities an increased weight in the final scoring, such sentences can be accepted for 

inclusion in the final summary. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work  

5.1 Summary 

The current state of automated document summarization is not near the quality of a human-

created summary.  Sentence-based summary techniques are still filled with many challenges 

and concerns, as even the best summarizers to date choose “best candidate sentences.”  Such 

a strategy can provide a suitable overview of a corpus, but lacks the ability to relay valuable 

connections between concepts, and relationships between seemingly independent terms.  Tag 

clouds provide the capacity to communicate these relationships, but often are unable to 

provide high-level overviews.  Combined, “best candidate” sentences and tag clouds can 

provide a better understanding of a corpus in less space.  

In this dissertation, I utilized the products of the singular value decomposition for both the 

selection of “best candidate” sentences as well as tag cloud creation.  The vectors in the U 

matrix created a decomposition of a sentence/term matrix resulting in a near-straight line 

with most variation retained in a single dimension.  Segmentation of this line into n 

partitions, and evaluation of the sentences returned a set of “n best” sentences for the final 

summary.  This method is useful because factors and their associated weights can be 

modified to suit the domain of the corpus. 

In this dissertation, I also demonstrated that singular value decomposition is useful for 

creating a next-generation tag cloud.  The results of the decomposition create a list of more 
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interesting terms which can be clustered using standard techniques such as k-means [5].  We 

show that this clustering of similar terms can yield an improved tag cloud. 

Together, the “best candidate” sentences and decomposition-based tag cloud provided an 

overview of both the concepts of the corpus as well as a relationship between seemingly 

disjoint terms and ideas. 

5.2 Limitations 

This dissertation was focused primarily on comparing document summarization systems that 

competed at the DUC conference.  This decision was made to ensure a quantitative measure 

could occur.  Each corpus was a collection of 25 news articles on a given topic, and therefore 

the results presented were also based on news articles.  There is no reason why the 

summarization and tag cloud system would not work for document sets from different 

domains.  However, that assumption was not tested in this dissertation.  

In addition, by focusing only on DUC corpora, the system was tested against only documents 

written in English.  As a singular value decomposition has no knowledge of grammar or 

linguistics, there is no mathematical reason why such a system would not work on corpora in 

other languages, provided the parts of speech and named entity taggers were properly trained.  

In 1997, Oard showed that singular value decomposition is also effective with a multilingual 

corpus [75].  This assumption was also not tested within this dissertation. 

Perhaps the most important limitation for this methodology of document separation was the 

time to perform the summarization. Both summaries and tag clouds were run on an AMD 

Athlon 64 X2 Dual system running at 1.9 GHz with 1GB of RAM.  Although the algorithms 

completed in a reasonable time, it was prohibitively slow for a real-time environment.  Future 
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research combining best sentences and tag clouds should focus on increasing the efficiency 

of the algorithm.  Currently, the proposed system runs on the order of minutes for a corpus of 

about 50 documents (such as those from the DUC conference).  This is by no means 

excessive for determining a summary, it would not yet function in a real-time environment 

such as an internet search engine. 

5.3 Future Work 

The summaries created were, on average, as good as the ones from DUC, but still not at the 

level of human-created summaries.  However, our method allows for the inclusion of 

increased features that would improve the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method. 

Statistical training for the named entity parsing and identification was mostly successful, but 

could be improved.  More specifically, the chunking system could be modeled against a more 

targeted training data set, such as a battery of documents focusing on computer and 

information technology (in the case of the second DUC example).  In addition, issues arose 

around integrating the named-entity system with the parts-of-speech tagger.  The tagger 

reduced terms to single-word instances, while named entities can consist of multiple terms.  

For example “Colorado River” is a named entity, but when parsed turns into two separate 

nouns: “Colorado” and “River.”  This difference led to potential mistagging and ambiguity of 

terms within the tag cloud, as the term “River” would be flagged as a named entity, but 

would not appear to be from the given context.  

Furthermore, there were a few examples of sentences that were misparsed, specifically those 

with abbreviations or titles such as “Dr.” or “Mr.” Although anecdotal testing showed these 

omissions did not materially affect the output of the decompositions, it does show that 

sentence parsing is a nontrivial exercise that must examine more than finding punctuation 
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within text.  Likewise, the parsing system could be improved to be aware of templates and 

document-based data that do not belong as part of the article proper.  For example, a web 

page for a news website contains header and footer HTML, previews for other articles, and 

advertising.  As it stands, the document parser is not aware of any differences between the 

“true” document and the associated overhead.  To continue our web page example, this issue 

could be remedied by parsing the XML or RSS output from the page, rather than the 

rendered web page itself.  Such systems allow for a significant reduction in non-relevant 

content. 

This methodology also does not address semantic concerns from previous document 

summarizers. For example, the tag cloud and summarization systems did not equate 

synonyms as similar concepts.  This concern is less relevant than one would expect, as the 

singular value decomposition clusters similar terms together.  In the context of the tag cloud, 

however, very similar terms would be reflected in the frequency of the term, and may even 

promote a [group of synonymous] terms into the tag cloud (whereas before they were below 

the threshold for inclusion).  Similarly, the system is also not able to match terms and their 

plural equivalents.  Determining roots of pluralized terms is a non-trivial task.  In fact, the 

creators of LingPipe (the statistical linguistics package used in this system) have discussed 

the challenges in pluralization [55]. 

Anaphora also continued to be a concern with respect to automatic summary creation.  When 

considering the algorithms proposed in this dissertation, anaphora is an even more important 

issue.  As demonstrated through the above examples, the algorithms used in this summarizer 

are able to cluster like terms together.  Thus, the replacement of a term with a pronoun would 

not group like terms together.  Not only are such pronouns difficult to reconcile against their 
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respective noun, but the absence of the original term effectively penalizes the sentence and 

alters the results of the singular value decomposition. 

Recent work done by Steinberger et al. propose a method to resolve certain instances of 

anaphora, coincidentally also by performing a singular value decomposition [17].  By 

replacing anaphora with the parent term before decomposing the term/sentence matrix, better 

candidate sentences may be revealed.  It could then be left to the system to decide if the 

sentence version with the resolved term or the original pronoun would improve the 

readability of the final summary.  By including these methodologies with the tag cloud and 

best candidate sentence approach, the decomposition algorithms are able to more effectively 

parse the corpus. 

Lastly, the divide, cluster, and conquer-style of the system makes it ideal for parallelization.  

For both document summaries and tag clouds, different segments can be run independent of 

each other.  Thus, this methodology allows for the possibility of completing the analysis 

across multiple systems, and in turn would result in a significant time reduction. 

5.4 Conclusion 

Being able to quickly determine the themes within a corpus is valuable, especially in the 

context of the information economy.  Knowing instantly whether a corpus is worthy of 

additional research saves valuable resources.  In a society that constantly deals with large 

quantities of information, being able to quickly determine themes within a corpus would be 

valuable.  However, previous document summarizers were limited by their methodologies.  

Using best candidate sentences in conjunction with tag clouds, however, summarizes the 

ideas of a corpus on both macro and micro levels. 
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We used the singular value decomposition as the cornerstone of both best candidate sentence 

summaries as well as tag cloud creation.  When comparing the results of the summaries to 

those of the 2006 Document Understanding Conference (at the time of writing, the latest 

available results), the summarizer system performed comparable to other systems.  Standard 

clustering algorithms have been in common use for decades [56].  The singular value 

decomposition does not just group simple terms, but contains an innate ability to group terms 

by theme.  We capitalize on its capability to automatically determine underlying themes to 

both determine which sentences best describe an underlying theme as well as better cluster 

terms in a second-generation tag cloud.  The addition of tag clouds to the best candidate 

sentence methodologies using singular value decomposition has the potential to increase both 

the accuracy of the data summaries and the efficiency of the summarization due to its ability 

to parallelize.  Thus, this combination has the potential to create a higher quality summarizer. 
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Appendix A: Glossary 

• Anaphora: ambiguity in sentences where a term refers to a previously-used term.  For 

example, “that is what he said” means “he” refers to a previously-mentioned person 

• Cosine similarity.  Graphically, two points can be considered “similar” relative to the 

cosine of the angle between them. 

• DUC: Document Understanding Conference, an annual conference focussing on 

document summarization and understanding 

• F-Score: a weighted combination of both precision and recall 

• MMR: maximal marginal relevance an algorithm for document summarization.  First, 

choose the most relevant sentence for the summary.  Then, choose the next most 

relevant sentence that minimizes overlap with any sentence already chosen for the 

summary. 

• SVD: Singular Value Decomposition.  A key algorithm throughout the dissertation, it 

decomposes a matrix A into three matrices (U, S, Vt) that can reveal correlations and 

inherent patterns in the original A matrix. 

• U matrix: the left singular vector from the singular value decomposition. 

• S matrix: the middle matrix from the singular value decomposition. 
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• V matrix: the right singular vector from the singular value decomposition.  From the 

decomposition, the resulting matrix is often the transpose  

• LSA: Latent Semantic Analysis, also known as Latent Semantic Indexing, one of the 

first algorithms to use singular value decomposition for document summarization  

• NIST: The US National Institute of Standards and Technology.  NIST sponsors the 

annual DUC conference. 

• Precision: a quantitative metric used to measure how precise a summary is compared 

to a model standard 

• Recall: a quantitative metric used measure how much of the original corpus is 

covered within the summary 

• ROUGE:  A commonly-used metric in measuring summaries, the “Recall-Oriented 

Understudy for Gisting Evaluation” 

• Sentence/term matrix: a variation on the standard term/document matrix, where each 

row in the matrix is a sentence and each column a term. 

• Tag cloud: a list of “important” terms from a given document or corpus: 

• Term/document matrix: A common representation for the original matrix A for a 

singular value decomposition.  In a given corpus, each document is a row and each 

possible term within the corpus is a column.  If a given row m contains the term n, the 

value at Am,n is non-zero. 

• TF: Term frequency, a quantitative measure counting the times a term appears in a 

given document.  This metric is commonly used alongside IDF. 
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• IDF: Inverse document frequency, a quantitative measure counting the number of 

documents in the corpus in which the term appears. 
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Appendix B: Example of MS Word Auto-Summarize 

versus for 03C 

Microsoft Word Auto-Summarize Feature: 250 w ord (or less) summary of DUC corpus 03C 

• In 1996, Telluride ski area was fined $1.1 million for destroying 17 acres of wetlands. 

• -Mitigation of any impact on wetlands by creating or enhancing other wetlands. 

• The new organization links the Asian Wetland Bureau, Wetlands for the Americas and 

the International Waterfowl and Wetlands Research Bureau. 

• Xu said his Ministry will launch a drive to enhance the awareness of wetland protection 

among the public, establish a dynamic monitoring network and information system for 

China’s wetlands, conduct scientific research in wetland protection as well as proper 

utilization and management of wetlands resources. 

• The new rules require developers to obtain federal permits for any construction projects, 

including individual homes, on wetlands. 

• Army Corps of Engineers, which is updating federal rules for wetlands. 

• The four-day International Workshop on Wetland, sponsored by China’s Ministry of 

Forestry, Japan’s Environment Agency and Wetlands International will also arrange 

investigation of wetlands and water birds in Beidaihe. 
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• The Corps first began reviewing the wetlands rules in 1995 and 1996. 

• China will cooperate with the International Wetlands Organization to evaluate, monitor, 

and manage the country’s wetlands and make relevant policies, the official said. 

Linear segmentation: 250 word (or less) summary of DUC corpus 03C 

• ‘Frankly, I think this is special-interest money and special-interest regulatory privilege,’ 

Bill Neil, director of the conservation for the New Jersey Audubon Society, told The 

Star-Ledger of Newark for Saturday’s editions.  

• But when his comments were circulated in upstate communities last month, local officials 

called them a ‘sneak attack’ on the rights of residents around the reservoirs to develop 

their property.  

• ‘The Corps is withdrawing its presence in enforcement,’ said Magi Shapiro of Public 

Employees for Environmental Responsibility, who quit the Corps’ Richmond office in 

1996 rather than approve developments she felt should have been turned down. 

• Jack Landy, an environmental engineer with the Environmental Protection Agency in San 

Francisco, said the EPA supports Tres Rios and is impressed with the planning going into 

the project. 

• The symposium, which is held in Beidaihe, a sea-side resort in north China’s Hebei 

Province, is jointly sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of Forestry, the Japan’s 

Environmental Agency and the Asia-Pacific Branch of the Wetlands International. 
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• CHANGSHA, December 11 (Xinhua) -- Finland has agreed to help central China’s 

Hunan Province improve biodiversity protection, environmental education, subtropical 

forestry and wetlands protection, according to provincial officials. 

• The four-day International Workshop on Wetland, sponsored by China’s Ministry of 

Forestry, Japan’s Environment Agency and Wetlands International will also arrange 

investigation of wetlands and water birds in Beidaihe. 

• Under the Clean Water Act, the corps has jurisdiction over any project that involves the 

discharge of fill or dredged material into waterways, which include rivers, streams, ponds 

and wetlands. 
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Appendix C: Additional Results 

This section provides the additional summaries not included in Chapter 4. 

Additional Summaries: DUC Example One 

The “negative exponential” summary for DUC corpus 03C.  Full results can be found in 

Section 4.2: 

• The four-day International Workshop on Wetland, sponsored by China’s Ministry of 

Forestry, Japan’s Environment Agency and Wetlands International will also arrange 

investigation of wetlands and water birds in Beidaihe. 

• The symposium, which is held in Beidaihe, a sea-side resort in north China’s Hebei 

Province, is jointly sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of Forestry, the Japan’s 

Environmental Agency and the Asia-Pacific Branch of the Wetlands International. 

• Garfield DeMarco, former Burlington County GOP chairman and a generous contributor 

to state Republican causes, has applied for a newly created state permit that would give 

the expansion after-the-fact state approval. 

• But when his comments were circulated in upstate communities last month, local officials 

called them a ‘sneak attack’ on the rights of residents around the reservoirs to develop 

their property. 
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• ‘Frankly, I think this is special-interest money and special-interest regulatory privilege,’ 

Bill Neil, director of the conservation for the New Jersey Audubon Society, told The 

Star-Ledger of Newark for Saturday’s editions. 

Additional Summaries: DUC Example Two 

The linear summary for DUC corpus 29B.  Full results are available in Section 4.3. 

• DHAKA, December 27 (Xinhua) -- Home-made computer viruses are not new in 

Bangladesh, as the country’s first locally-produced virus, the Dhaka Virus, was created in 

1991, The Daily Star newspaper reported Monday. 

• BEIJING, December 7 (Xinhua) -- China’s leading anti-virus company, the Rising 

Computer Technology, warned computer users that a killer virus dubbed ‘THUS’ may 

attack computer hard drives on December 13. 

• ‘Turkey was caught unprepared,’ said Mustafa Ucoklar, an electronics engineer in 

Turkey, where the virus infected computers at banks, an airport and state-run radio and 

TV stations, according to Turkey’s Radikal newspaper. 

• The viruses, believed to originate in Taiwan, attempt to erase a computer’s hard-drive 

and write gibberish to the computer’s system settings, called its Bios, preventing the 

machine from being restarted. 

• The ‘NewLove Bug’, a modified type of ‘Love Bug’, is using the same mechanism to 

spread itself by sending e-mails to persons in Microsoft Outlook and Outlook Express 

software’s address book. 
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Additional Summaries: DUC Example Three 

The linear summary for DUC corpus 26H.  Full results are available in Section 4.4. 

• EDT (1700GMT) at FBI headquarters in Washington ‘to announce developments in the 

investigation of the bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania,’ the FBI 

said in a statement. 

• Fazil, Al-’Owhali and Mohamed Saddiq Odeh, the other suspect charged in the Kenyan 

bombing, are believed to be members of the al-Qaeda organization founded by Saudi 

exile Osama bin Laden. 

• Clinton ordered an assessment of what it would cost to rebuild the embassies in Kenya 

and Tanzania and the price tag for emergency response teams sent to the two countries. 

• On Thursday, the investigators also raided offices of Mercy Relief International Agency, 

a non-governmental organization, in the Kenyan capital Thursday and arrested an Arab 

and a Sudanese, the East African Standard newspaper reported. 

• Muhamed Hassan Qassim, a Somali-born Australian citizen, has been freed by Tanzanian 

authorities, said a Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade spokesman, speaking on 

condition of anonymity. 

• Attorney’s office in Manhattan, Fazil, a native of the Comoros Islands off East Africa, 

rented the house from May to August and was later joined by co-conspirator Mohamed 

Rashed Daoud Al-’Owhali. 

• ‘It is only through this type of alliance between law enforcement authorities and the 

citizens they protect that all our communities become safer places in which to live,’ 

Maxwell said. 
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• The State Department and the Office of Management and Budget will jointly make the 

assessments ‘in the next few days,’ and the president will present the report to Congress 

for more emergency funding. 

• He said he worked in Kuwait for the Defense Ministry from 1980 until August 1990, 

when Iraq invaded Kuwait. 

 


